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INSIDE:
Tuesday's General
went
Election
"smoother than usual"
in Calloway. Precinct
by precinct totals on
page 3A

Jones-leads Democratic swee
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Democrat Brereton Jones withstood
questions about his personal
finances and used four years of
quiet consensus-building as lieutenant governor along with an $8 million bankroll to lead a Democratic
sweep of the Statehouse Tuesday.
Unofficial returns showed substantial margins for the Democratic
slate in even some traditionally
Republican areas as U.S. Rep. Larry Hopkins stumbled to a defeat
that approached the level Jones

SPORTS:
Tuesday's Blue-Gold
scrimmage was like a
good cake batter for
Scott Edgar's Murray
State Racers. It was
thoroughly mixed.
Page 2B

sought in his late-campaign plea.
With all 3,237 precincts reporting unofficial returns, Jones had
539,802 votes, 65 percent, to
293,972 votes for Hopkins, 36
percent.
Jones said his overwhelming victory was evidence that a clean campaign can be a winner.
"We are sending a very loud and
very clear message ... it is that
politics is an honorable profession," he said.
Jones raised record sums of

money to win a substantial margin
in the primary and repeated his
fund-raising success for the fall.
His $8 million total far outstripped
the record set four years ago by
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson. Hopkins
raised about $1.5 million for his
primary and a similar amount for
the general election.
Jones said he was almost
embarrassed by his fund-raising.
"It is my wish that a person will
never have to spend this amount of
money to get elected to public

No surprises found
among local returns

WEDNESDAY
November 6
\VOR1.1)
DRAGONJA, Yugoslavia —
With hefty flagpoles sunk into
fresh asphalt, there's an air of
permanence about Slovenia's 34
new border crossings with
Croatia that says Slovenia is out
of Yugoslavia and won't be
back. Page 2A.

STATE
FRANKFORT — The state
Railroad Commission will be
dismantled nearly a century
after it was stripped of its powers if a Democrat re-elected to
the panel carries out his campaign promise. Page 3A.

SPOR
Madisonville had good intentions Tuesday night but Murray
High was not willing to cooperate. Page 1B.

FORECAST
Tonight; increasing cloudiness
with light snow or flurries likely
toward morning. Lows 30 to 35.
Likelihood of snow is 60 percent. Thursday, light snow or
flurries ending early. Becoming
partly sunny in the afternoon.
Little or no snow accumulation.
Highs around 40.

POLLEN/MOLD
1 -800-756-4AIR
Allergy-Asthma Clinic
of West Kentucky

I AKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY LAKE
355.6, -0.1; below 303.3, -0.7
BARKLEY LAKE
355.7, +0.1; below 305.0, +0.1

By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger & Times Asst. Edkor

office ... and we will lead that
fight," Jones said.
Hopkins conceded shortly after 8
p.m. EST, calling Jones and then
making a public appearance at his
Lexington headquarters to congratulate the winner and offer his'
support.
"He ran, I think, a smart race
and a very good race." Hopkins
said.
"I want all of you to know that
we stand behind that governor,"
Hopkins continued: "We're not
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Suspense? Surprise? Both were
missing Tuesday as Lt. Gov. Brereton Jones swept the Jackson Purchase in his state-wide election vicChuck Poster....,............. 1,411
tory over Larry Hopkins to become
1,349
Joe Rexroat
Kentucky's governor.
1,318
Donald Henry.
Jones captured 68 percent of the
1227
Bob Billington
vote in Calloway County while his
1,223
Danny Hudspeth
challenger controlled only 32
1,198
Ruby Hale.
percent.
1,188
John Ed Scott.
Only 34 percent of the registered
1,178
Charles Homra
voters in the county cast votes dur1,164
Sanders
Tommy
ing the 1991 General Election, but
1,129
Bin Wells.
that was enough to impress the
1,113
Howard Koenen.
Jones camp.
1,109
Charles Walston.
"I think the people spoke loudly," according to Calloway County
DEFEATED
Jones Campaign • Chairman Bob
940
Loretta Jobs
Jackson. "It was.; great victory —
a mandate from the people."
Calloway w.the only county in unavailable for comment.
the Jackson Purchase to carry Jones
In local elections, 12 Murray
during the Democratic Primary in City Council members were
May and Jones won't forget, Jack- elected: Chuck Foster (1,411), Joe
son said.
• —Swett (1,349), Donald Henry
"He likes Calloway County,-"---(1,3180, Bob Billington (1,227),
according to Jackson, who said Danny Hudspeth (1,223), Ruby
Jones has visited the county at least Hale (1,198), John Ed Scott
25 times in the last three years. (1,188), Charles Homra (1,178),
Jones has promised, if needed, to Tommy Sanders (1,164), Bill Wells
act as a fund-raising chairman for (1,129), Howard Koenen (1,113)
the Murray State University Spe- and Charles Walston (1,109).
cial Events Center and will work to Loretta Jobs (940) lost her seat on
obtain more state money for that
the council.
Marla Thompson, W. Dan Farris,
$12 million project.
Other potential projects for westJames Latimer and Edward Hudson
won unopposed seats to the Hazel
ern Kentucky promised by Jones
Board of Commissioners. David
include a regional airport, an ecoBuckingham was also unopposed
nomic development center for the
as Circuit Judge, J. William Howregion and a four-land highway
erton ran unopposed for Court of
west from Cadiz to Mayfield.
Appeals judge and Bill Bailey ran
Jones carried 107 of the state's
unopposed for Railroad
120 counties, including every
county in the Jackson Purchase. He Commissioner.
The election in the county went
even carried tiny Wingo, Hopkins'
smooth "as it ever has," accordas
Graves
in
home
boyhood
County,
with 355 votes to Hopkins' 221, ing to Calloway County Clerk
Teresa Rushing, who said vote
according to reports.
Hopkins' Calloway County campaign chairman Bill Fandrich was (Cont'd on page 2)

Calloway County Clerk Teresa Rushing (center) writes down the vote totals as they are called Tuesday
night at the Calloway County Courthouse. Voting went especially smooth, Rushing said. (Complete
precinct-by-precinct totals on page 3M.

Senate addresses budget worries
By CYRUS AFZALI
Murray Liodgor & Times Stall WOW

Murray State University President Dr. Ronald J. Kurth focused
on the university's budget matters
during a presentation to the Faculty
Senate Tuesday.
Kurth said he now officially
knew that the decrement the university will face for 1991-92 will
be $1.4 million or more.
"There comes a day on which I
have to deliver to the Finance
Cabinet $1.4 million. I decided the
two vice-presidents should go
down into faculty, admininistration
and auxilliary side levels and present me with a series of alternatives by Nov. 12," Kurth said.
Kurth said the vice-presidents
have decided the recommendations
from department and unit heads

shOuld reach them by Nov. 8 in assumes that all higher education
order for Kurth to present them by received only $31.6 million in the
the next quarterly board of regents first year of the biennium. He said
meeting Nov. 15. The Council on it would not be distributed in the
Higher Education must have them same way the cuts were made so
MSU would receive less in 1992
by Dec. 4.
Kurth said he got a surprise at under this scenario.
"What this is saying is even if
this past weekend's Council on
Higher Education meeting when he they give us $31.6 million back,
noticed the budget was the third MSU will lose about $200,000," he
item on the agenda which made said.
Kurth said the second scenario
him think it might be resolved
assumes $40 million for each year
easily.
"Decisions made by the Ken- of the biennium and institutions
tucky Council on Higher Education would also be asked to fund the
will have a strong impact on MSU needs of the Kentucky Education
during the remainder of this year Reform Act and 5 percent salary
and the 1992-94 biennium. Institu- increases.
He said the third scenario would
tions must present budget information showing how they will meet move MSU's funding to 88 percent
four scenarios before the end of the of the Council on Higher Educamonth," Kurth said.
He said the first scenario (Cont'd on page 2)

Federal Reserve slashes discount rate to 4.5 percent

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Federal Reserve Board today
slashed its key bank lending rate
from 5.0 percent to 4.5 percent, the
lowest level in 18 years and the
fifth such move since December
designed to ensure the economy's
escape from recession.
"Action was taken against the
background of sluggish expansion

of the monetary and credit aggregates in an environment of abating
infaltionary pressures," the
announcement said.
—The reduction, in part, also realigns the discount rate with other
short-term market rates," it added.
The discount rate is the interest
the Fed charges commercial banks
for loans. Such a move usually

results in lower interest on other
loans, including consumer credit,
and thus stimulates spending and
economic growth.
The vote was 4-1 with Federal
Reserve Gov. Wayne D. Angell
voting no.
The move followed by a day a
meeting of Federal Open Market
Committee, the central bank's

monetary policy-making arm.
Many analysts expected the committee to approve a further reduction in the federal funds rate as
well.
The Fed on Oct. 30 had permitted the federal funds rate to fall to
5 percent from 5.25 percent. But
the reduction in the benchmark discount rate today was considered an

What can be done to increase voter turnout on Election Day?

SHELBY HOSFORD

CHARLES ELDRIDGE

1 don't think enough is said
about the candidates. We had a few
people complain (at the polls) that
they didn't know who they were
voting for.

I think it's going to have to get
worse before it gets better. I think
people are just sick of the process.

- --

--- -

RUBY BURCHETT
It's a free will thing. You can't
make people do it. Some elections
just aren't as interesting as others.
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(Cont'd on page 2)

MURRAY
CITY COUNCIL
VOTE TOTALS

TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30-6
p.m. Monday-Friday or 3:30-4
p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
Regular office hours are 8
a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Friday; 8
a.m.-noon Saturday.

here to second-guess at any time in
any way. We ought to all help our
new governor help this state
because that's how Kentucky
moves ahead."
Jones also sounded a message of
healing.
"The next four years are going
to be the most positive, the most
progressive, the most exciting that
you've ever seen," Jones said.
Paul Patton, the three-term

Counting down

Man on the street

r
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even more dramatic signal that the
central bank intends to battle economic weakness with easier credit.
Many analysts have expressed
concern over the continuing sluggish nature of the recovery, some
even fearing the possibility of a
"double-dip" recession in which
the economy turns down again
after a brief rebound.

Shelters full
due to cold

ATLANTA (AP) — Shelters in
the South scrambled to accommodate homeless people caught unprepared by a cold snap in its third
day- today.
Atlanta had a record low of 26
degrees Tuesday.
"I have moths here who do not
have coats or sweaters for their
children, and some mothers who
don't have coats for themselves,"
said Cheryl Proctor, director of
Atlanta's Moreland Avenue shelter,
which was filled to its 130-person
capacity Tuesday. night.
At the Atlanta Union, Mission,
homeless people searched through
piles of donated clothing for winter
gear.
The nation's eastern half was
to get a brief respite from
expected
ERKMAN
JAN
today, but another
cold
severe
We had a lot of complaints about
was due Thursday.
blast
air
polar
how far away the polls were (from.
Temperatures before dawn today
their homes). A few said they
wanted polls closer to where they were in the 20s and 30s in the
South.
lived.
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News of I he World
INCUMBENTS IN PERIL?

Sen. Harris Wofford scored a Democratic upset in a Pennsylvania race that
rehearsed White House campaign issues, while Republican businessman
Kirk Fordice ousted Gov. Ray Mabus in Mississippi, in odd-year elections
that raised storm warnings for incumbents, now and in 1992 In New Jersey,
voters angered by hefty tax hikes ended Democratic control of their legislature and elected Republican majorities in both Senate and Assembly, a turnaround so total that the GOP will have majority margins wide enough to
override vetoes. While voters rejected some of the biggest names on the
ballots in the scattered elections of 1991, in Washington state they took the
advice of Speaker of the House Thomas S. Foley and voted against a term
limit measure that would have been the nation's toughest.

Counties in white: Jones
Counties in black: Hopkins
Heavy black lines: Districts

PHILIPPINES FLOODED

TACLOBAN, Philippines — Flash Woods triggered by Tropical Storm Thelma
unleashed landslides in the central Philippines, and officials said today more
than 2,300 people had been killed More than 1,500 people were reported
missing and feared dead from the storm, which struck on Tuesday With
winds gusting to 45 miles an hour. The relatively weak storm was downgraded to a tropical depression today. Officials said the bodies of the missing may never be found because they were swept out to sea or buried under
tons of debris. Most of the dead were in Orrnoc, 45 miles southwest of
Tacloban on the southern coast of Leyte, former first lady Imelda Marcos'
home island. Communications to the central Philippines are primitive, and
the devastation was so swift and complete that it took a full day for officials
in Manila to grasp the scope of the carnage.

SOUTH AFRICAN STRIKE ENDS

Senate addresses budget worries...
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(Cottrd from pare I)
Lion's formula by 1994 and the
fourth scenario would achieve 90
percent funding.
"These sets of circumstances are
still tentative in my judgement. We
will pursue 100 percent funding
and the capital projects list will be
presented," Kurth said.
Kurth also spoke on faculty
recruitment and retainment and the
university's plans for the upcoming
legislative session. He said he cannot escape the fact that he has to
work with the money given. "If it
doesn't do the job. I have to put up
with the fact that some outstanding
talent walks, but 1 will do everything I can to compete," Kurth
said.

Kurth said he has also asked
Buddy Buckingham to live in
Frankfort during the legislative session to help Murray State with their
legislative agenda. He said prefiled bills and bills filed in the
president's office will be tracked to
make sure parts touch the interests
of the university. These interests
would then be communicated to the
state's elected representatives.
Finance committee chairman Dr.
Winfield Rose said he and others
have held meetings with Vice President Don Kassing and Mike
Strickland, MSU's athletic director.
concerning a cost containment
agreement for athletics. The agreement settled on a deficit of $1.8

million with an increment added to
the same salary base for
everyone in the department and
funds for travel and fifth-year
scholarships which brought it to
$1.9 million.
COVCf

Rose said according to information from committee member Louis
Beyer, the total deficit was $2.2
million or $300,000 beyond projections. Both Kassing and Strickland
said during meetings little can be
done because of OVC and NCAA
requirements.
Faculty regent Jim Hammack
said the board of regents will meet
Nov. 16 to talk about budget reduction and review Kurth's plan as
well as athletic budgets.

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa — Millions of blacks streamed back to work
today after a two-day strike but union leaders threatened further action
unless they get a voice in government policy. The center of Johannesburg
and other cities returned to normal with streets full of people heading for
work. Trains and buses were full after being virtually empty for two days.
The strike was aimed at a new tax system, but anti-apartheid organizers
used it to rally opposition to government policies in one of the biggest shows
of black political power in recent years.

NEW DIRECTOR FOR A NEW CIA

WASHINGTON— Robert M. Gates is becoming director of the CIA with the
task to redirect and slim down the spy agency into a new, post-Cold War
mold. The Senate's 64-31 vote Tuesday to confirm Gates ended a six-month
ordeal for the first careerist ever from the CIA's analytical branch to rise to
the top of the 44-year-old agency. With support from a solid phalanx of
Republicans, Gates benefited from a split among Democrats to roll up his
easy margin of approval. Four months ago, such an outcome seemed
unlikely when his confirmation hearings were postponed amid new revelations about CIA knowledge of the Iran-Contra scandal.
7

SLOVENIAN INDEPENDENCE
DRAGONJA, Yugoslavia — With hefty flagpoles sunk into fresh asphalt,
there's an air of permanence about Slovenia's 34 new border crossings with
Croatia that says Slovenia is out of Yugoslavia and won't be back. Free of
federal soldiers since Oct. 26 and armed with passports and a new currency
— the tolar — Slovenia is already operating effectively as an independent
state.

Election upset in Pennsylvania,GOP wins in Mississippi
By The Associated Press
Sen. Harris Wofford scored a
Democratic upset in a Pennsylvania
race that rehearsed White House
campaign issues, while Republican
businessman Kirk Fordice ousted
•

saying he would vow for Democrat
Edwin Edwards if he had to choose
— is using in his campaign for
governor next door in Louisiana.
The Washington vote was a surprise setback for the term limits
campaign, which had won in three
states in 1990, and aimed at a
dozen to 15 more in 1992.
Bush had endorsed the concept
of term limits, Quayle has pushed
hard for a 12-year congressional
limit.
In Washington, the voters also
turned down a ballot measure to
legalize physician-assisted suicide
for the terminally ill. That vote was
running 54 percent no today. •

former Attorney General Dick Thomas S. Foley and voted against
Thornburgh lost in Pennsylvania, a term limit measure that would
but noted that Republicans won big have been the nation's toughest.
Foley went home to campaign
in Mississippi„ New Jersey and
intensively against the measure that
Virginia.
would have forced him and the
In New Jersey, voters angered by
hefty tax hikes ended Democratic other seven Washington House
members to retire -in 1994. He said
control of their Legislature and
elected Republican majorities in it was an unconstitutional affront to
both Senate and Assembly, a tur- voters.
In Mississippi, Mabus lost a
so total that the GOP will
naround
said.
Rushing
vote),"
wait (to
have majority margins wide enough state that has been electing Democratic governors for 107 years.
to override vetoes.
Rushing said voter turnout was
Fordice campaigned against
While voters rejected some of
abota average — low.
_ ,
the biggest names on the ballots in -racial quotas, criticized welfare and
"I don't know what it's going to the scattered elections of 1991, in said recipients should work. Those
take to get.people to the,. po1ls:2_ she Washington state they took the are similar to themes David Duke
said.
advice of Speaker of the House — whom Bush rebuked today by
Gov. Ray Mabus in Mississippi, in
odd-year elections that raised storm
warnings for incumbents, now and
in 1992.
President Bush, leaving the
White House this morning for Europe, said he was "depressed" that

No surprises...
(Cont'd from page 1)
tabulation was over quickly as
well.
-The only trouble we had was _
we had to move another machine to
precinct to No. 5 but there was a
machine waiting so oo one had to

Jones leads Dentocratic.

••

Feast On The Savings

(Cont'd from page it
judge-executive of Pike County,
won the second spot on the ballot
in his second try. Patton had
516,642 votes, 67 percent, to
249,806 votes, 33 percent, for Harlan attorney Eugene Goss.
Jefferson County Commissioner
Chris Gorman had a slightly tougher time, relatively speaking, among

30" SELF-CLEANING
GAS RANGE

Democrats in his race for attorney
general against Laurel Commonwealth's Attorney Tom Handy.
Gorman had 449,684 votes, 62
percent. Handy gained 279,361
votes, 38 percent.
Long-time Democratic figure
Frances Jones Mills had the most
difficult tim4 on the ticket in her
bid to revive her career.
Mills ignored jabs thrown at her
by Don Bell, a retired Secret Service agent and counted on her wide
name recognition to win a third
stint in the job of state treasurer.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
X11114111414 DAI M /A U.7A14010ft
WI NI UTNE SEUL

_Here are Tuesday's winning
numbers selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3: 7-5-4
(seven, five, four) Cash Five:
8-13-30-31-32 (eight, thirteen,
thirty, thirty-one, thirty-two)

Shell

The widest margin on the Democratic ticket went to Bob Babbage,
the current state auditor, who made
a successful bid to move to the secretary of state's office. Babbage
had 491.964 votes, 69 percent, to
225,665 votes, 31 percent, for Dexter Wright, a former state representative from Louisville.
A.B. "Ben" Chandler, grandson
of former Gov. A.B. "Happy"
Chandler, made his first foray into
politics in stirring fashion.
Chandler, a Versailles attorney,
had 460,956 votes, 65 percent, to
win election as auditor. Louisville
hospital executive Betty Holmes,
got 251,858 votes, 35 percent.
Ed Logsdon, who served two
terms as judge-executive of
Edmonson County before beginning a long career in state government, entered the statewide scene
in similar fashion in winning the
job of commissioner of agriculture.
Logsdon had 465,124 votes, 67
percent, to 232,249 votes, 33 percent, for Leonard "Buck" Beasley.
John Stephenson completed the
Democratic sweep in his campaign
for the now powerless post of
superintendent of public instruction. Stephenson, a Fort Mitchell
real estate agent, received 413,370
votes, 61 percent, to 263,146 votes,
39 percent, for Donna Shedd, a
Louisville homemaker.
•
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ELECTION 91
GOVERNOR

88
161

(R) Larry HOPKINS
(0) Brereton JONES

74
157

58
106

63
120

40
102

29
101

127
236

99 89
229 256

33 42 31
102 114 102

48
109

69 1,790 293,972
87 3,735 539,802

LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR

leima
more

oiled
Ivith
townmissolder
oat of

irCoe'

, and
ficials

(R) Eugene GOSS
(0) Paul PATTON

107 135
SECRETARY OF STATE
(R) Dexter WRIGHT
22 34
96 126
(0) Bob BABBAGE
ATTORNEY GENERAL
(R) Tom HANDY

79
144

59 65 47
116 117 126

65
146

47
114

53
113

'49 1 67
1251 173

51
161

100 -304 516,642

36
120

184

162

days
laws
hows

th the
I War
nonth
ise to
rix of
ip his
emed
vela

qahalt,
Is with
roe of
rrency

15

49
244

25

1,103 225,665
3,505 491,964

42
103

279,361
449,684

(D) Chris GORMAN

AUDITOR OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTS

work
Lotion
sburg
lg for

56
228

33
92

39
114

STATE TREASURER
91
46 113
78
87
79
SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION

(R) Don BELL
(0) Frances MILLS

43 65
81 100

91

COMMISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE
68
24 41 30
(R) 'Buck' BEASLEY
127
89
120
87
(0) Ed LOGSDON

15 29 48 1,359 251,858
25 33
93 106 101 105 104 3,324 460,956

49
182

65
157

57
141

49
94

46
106

71
164

89
138

72
133

57
93

70
91

43
81

22
93

107
229

55
139

43
88

52
99

38
84

20
94

94 79
214 188

38
105

41
112

70
135

91
128

57
165

72
146

64
155

87
141

45
180

63
156

116
174
66
215

22
89

39
90

20
93

34
95

44 111,368 I 263,146
93 3,030 1413,370

JUDGE OF THE COURT OF APPEALS
Boyce CLAYTON
39 62 40
78
37 48 50
82
Rick JOHNSON

indent

Johnson wins in Court of Appeals race

mocrat
choose
ign for
iisiana.
; a surlimits
n three
I at a

:oncept
pushed
;ssional

Mayfield attorney Rick Johnson
used "old-fashioned politicking" to
give him a win in the Court of
Appeals race over incumbent Boyce Clayton.
Johnson, a 37-year-old Symsonia
native, estimated he met 20,000
people in his nine-month campaign.
Johnson said this is a message that
his method of campaigning works.

Clayton, a 61-year-old lawyer
from Benton with eight years on
the Court of Appeals, said earlier
that he felt voters would rather see
a working judge.
Johnson spent Election Day campaigning and emphasizing his civic
and community commitments to
give voters a chance to see into his
personality.

The Associated Press reported
Johnson had 29,612 votes or 55
percent, compared with Clayton's
24,040, or 45 percent.
At a party Tuesday night, Johnson said he was "relieved" with the
victory because he had not figured
how he would react to losing and
had told many supporters he would
win.

Reaching out
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The state Railroad Commission
will be dismantled nearly a century after it was stripped of its
powers if a Democrat re-elected
to the panel carries out his campaign promise.
I.E. Combs, who wants an
amendment to the state constitution to abolish the commission,
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Re-election may
mean end of the
line for Railroad
Commissioners

General Election gubernatorial winner Lt. Gov. Brereton Jones speaks with Calloway County residents
during a recent stop in Murray. Jones captured 68 percent of the county vote (See numbers above).

beat his Republican challenger,
Hernia H. McGuire, by nearly a
2-1 ratio, final but unofficial
totals in Tuesday's election
showed.
With 99 percent of the precincts reporting, Combs had
118,480 votes to McGuire's
64,318 for the commission's
District 3 seat.
Commission Chairman Henry
Spalding defeated GOP opponent Robert Vessels 196,255
votes to 119,706 with 100 percent of the precincts in District
2 reporting.
District 1 Commissioner William "Bill" Bailey ran
unopposed.
The commission has been
obsolete since the late 1800s
when the federal government
took over regulation of the
nation's railroads. But the commission remains because the
Kentucky Constitution requires
it.
Commissioners receive $200
a month in pay and another
$35,000 a year to run offices
that perform no work. That
comes to a total of $112,200
annually.

Wrong judge
listed on some
ballots in Lyon
EDDYVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
dozen punch-card ballots in Lyon
County listed the wrong candidate
in a race for circuit judge Tuesday,
the county clerk said.
Incumbent Willard Paxton was
opposed by Bill Cunningham, a
former commonwealth's attorney,
for the judgeship of the circuit covering Lyon, Livingston, Caldwell
and Trigg counties.
But the defective ballots listed
Judge William Shadowen, who was
unopposed for re-election in a
neighboring circuit covering Hick•
man and Fulton counties.
Lyon County Clerk Betty DeFew
said the bad ballots were discovered Tuesday morning.
"One lady went in to vote and
had the right names on her ballot.
Her husband went in right behind
her and didn't have the right
names," DeFew said.
Election officers found four
more defective ballots in succession in that precinct. The rest were
found in a second precinct, DeFew
said, calling the mistake a "printer's error."

Ballot Briefs
GEORGE, PHONE HOME

WASHINGTON— Establishment political leaders may find a sobering omen
in the off-year elections, one that seems already to have jolted the nation's
No. 1 incumbent. The returns have sent President Bush unpacking. Criticized by Democrats for not paying enough attention to domestic policy,
Bush on Tuesday night abruptly postponed a 10-day trip to Asia and Australia that had been scheduled for later this month and early December. Tuesday's defeat of former Attorney General Dick Thornburgh in Pennsylvania's
closely watched U.S. Senate race suggested in the most dramatic fashion
that even commanding leads can be erased when the economy falters and
voters are uneasy. Thornburgh, a former popular governor of his state and a
close ally of Bush, saw his 40-point lead in the public opinion polls evaporate against a challenge from appointed Democratic Sen. Harris Watford,
who began as avelative unknown.

...AND IT'S WINGO BY A NOSE

WINGO, Ky. — Brereton Jones has already indicated he'll fulfill one of his
campaign promises by naming his best thoroughbred yearling "Wingo, the
name of the town where his Republican opponent, Rep. Larry Hopkins, was
born. Jones told Wingoans during an earlier campaign stop that he would
name his best yearling after the town if they voted for him instead of their
'favorite son' candidate. On Tuesday, Wingo went to Jones by a 285-221
margin, and Jones said Tuesday night on Kentucky Educational Television
that he would keep his side of the bargain. Jones added that the yearling
has excellent blood lines, and might be good enough to run in the 1993
Kentucky Derby.

WHOSE VOTE DOESN'T COUNT?

Marshall Countians altered their county government in Tuesday's election
by only a narrow nine-vote margin. Voters passed a measure requiring the
county's three magistrates to run in county-wide races instead of being
elected in their own districts as in the past. The measure was approved
2,607 to 2,598.

HANKS DOESN'T EXIST ANYMORE

HANKS, N.D. — Residents of this boom-era coal-mining town — which had
shrunk to a population of 11 in recent years — have voted it out of existence. Tuesday's vote to disolve the town was 7-2, with one resident too
young to vote and another out of town. "We're not a city anymore," Avis
Kohlman, 73, city auditor for the past 38 years, said after the votes were
counted in her kitchen over soup and coffee. "It's a little bit sad, but there's
nothing here." The northwest North Dakota town's .population numbered
about 300 in the 1920s. But as neighboring coal mines took business away,
it lost its residents, church, post office and even its place on the map.
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Ashley Area
Representative
Available Fri.
Nov. 8.

WINTERIZATION SPECIAL
•Drain cooling system and replace anti-treeze tor protection
to 20-30 degrees below zero
•Check all Hurd levels
•Check battery and starter
•Clean and inspect battery terminals cables

Some Slightly Higher

For parts & service you can depend on,
come see us at Toyota of Murray.

Russell Mann, Service Mgr., Greg Brown, Robert Edwards,
(front Jett Thorn & Bob McPhail, Parts Mgr.

MURRAY

RENTAL
8` SALES
200 E. Mein St.

TOYOTA QUALITY SERVICE

TOYOTA
753-8201

(502)7534961
KY 1-800-599-0365
Other 1-800-755-036J

Russell Maness
Service Manager
Bob McPhati
0,,rts Manager

Mon -Fr'
7:30-5:30
515 S. 12th
Murray, KY
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Washington Today

Elections a wake-up
call for White House
By TOM RAUM
An Associated Press Noses Analysis

WASHINGTON — Establishment political leaders may find a sobering
omen in the off-year elections, one that seems already to have jolted the
nation's No. 1 incumbent. The returns have sent President Bush
unpacking.
Criticized by Democrats for not paying enough attention to domestic
policy, Bush on Tuesday night abruptly postponed a 10-day trip to Asia
and Australia that had been scheduled for later this month and early
December.
Tuesday's defeat of former Attorney General Dick Thornburgh in Pennsylvania's closely watched U.S. Senate race suggested in the most dramatic fashion that even commanding leads can be erased when the economy falters and voters are uneasy.
Thornburgh, a former popular governor of his state and a close Illy of
Bush, saw his 40-point lead in the public opinion polls evaporate against
a.challenge fiom appointed Democratic Sen. Harris Wofford, who began
as a relative unknown.
That race, in which Wofford positioned himself as a Washington outsider, was keenly followed by Democrats for clues as to how well they
might fare next year against Bush.
But if the Pennsylvania upset delivered a wake-up call to the president.
there were—also signs elsewhere of an electorate unhappy with
incumbents.
Voters tossed out incumbents in legislative races in Virginia and New
Jersey. "It seems to be an anti-incumbent mood. I'm glad I survived,"
said Virginia Senate Majority Leader Hunter B. Andrews. who narrowly
.won an eighth term.
In Mississippi's gubernatorial race, Republican challenger Kirk Fordice, a political newcomer, upset Democratic incumbent Gov. Ray Mabus.
In Washington state, voters rejected an initiative to impose term limits
— a measure that would have required House Speaker Thomas Foley, DWash, to cut short his congressional career.
But the mere fact that the referendum was on the ballot reflected strong
anti-incumbent sentiment. "People are mad and angry with the system.
said Washington Secretary of State Ralph Munro.
The economy always has been a wild card in national elections.
Back in 1982, then-President Reagan complained: —Is it news that
some fella out in South Succotash someplace has just been laid off?"
Reagan found it did matter. And the lesson may not have been lost on
George Bush.
Republicans surrendered 26 House seats in that anti-incumbent,
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Even before Pennsylvania's polls closed, Bush told reporters Tuesday
that Thornburgh had become the victim of a campaign that tried to
"blame him for problems for which he had no control. Maybe that's a
harbinger of things to come."
Just two months ago, the president was riding high, confidently insisting that the recovery was in full bloom and luxuriating in still-enviable
approval ratings.
But then a string of economic reports suggesting the nation may have
slipped back into recession put Bush on the defensive — and sent his
approval ratings south. tumbling almost as sharply as Thornburgh's had.
So far. Bush has retaliated by blaming the Democrats who control both
houses of Congress for the nation's economic distress, accusing them last
week at his campaign kickoff in Houston of playing politics with the
unemployment issue and trying to "ram it down my ear."
'I think he (Bush) will have a much tougher time'' than others in
mounting an anti-establishment campaign, suggested Thomas Mann, a
political analyst at the Brookings Institution.
Bush, the ultimate insider, has held high-level jobs in the government
and national politics for most of the past quarter-century.
Mann said the anti-incumbent mood "has everything to do with the
economy. People are pinched. People are unhappy. Government has
appeared to be a mess as people view it on their television screens. So
why not react against the establishment?"
Sen. Charles Robb, D-Va., chairman of the Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee, said Wofford's strength attested to "a desire on the
part of the electorate to have someone address a domestic agenda."
"There is certainly an anti-Washington element" that Wofford used to
his advantage, Robb said. Wofford campaigned for more benefits for the
jobless, tax cuts and national health insurance.
With the Democratic National Committee hawking SIO T-shirts declaring "George Bush went to Rome and all I got was this lousy recession,"
Bush decided to pull the plug on his 10-day trip to Asia and Australia —
even though he was still going ahead with today's trip to Rome for a
NATO summit.
White House spokesman Marlin Fitzwater said the president wanted to
be in town later this month in case Congress takes action to spur the economy or acts on unemployment benefits or other key domestic matters.
For Bush. his domestic agenda from now on is the economy.
• • • •
(EDITOR'S NOTE — Tom Ramo covers the White House for The Associated Press.)

WASHINGTON — Spread some
sawdust on the floor! Bring on the
gospel singers! Sign up a dozen
darling kiddies dressed as angels,
for Congress has got religion. Hallelujah, the boys and girls are born
again!
Well, maybe. The papers have
pretty well covered the principal
sinners. Over on the House side,
Speaker Tom Foley has shut down
the House Bank. No more bounced
checks. He has ordered members to
pay up pronto on their restaurant
tabs. No more freeloading.
This is not all. Rep. Charles E.
Bennett, D-Fla., who ranks second
in seniority in the House, has introduced a bill "to repeal and prohibit
all exemptions, privileges and gratuities" for members of both the
House and Senate. Yea, Charlie!
Specifically, the Bennett Bill
would make it illegal to furnish any
member with "medicine, hospital
care, ambulance services, meals,
flowers, plants, pictures, picture
frames, haircuts, or other items,
services or privileges." Praise the
Lord!
Rep. Peter Kostmayer, D-Pa.,
has singled out the perquisite of
medical care. Under his bill, everybody would pay "full market value" for all medical services, medical tests and medications that have
been provided free in the past.
Right on!
Rep. Porter J. Goss, R-F1&, hear-

A CONSEUVA I IvE VIEW

ing the holy message, has taken
aim at the perks of former speakers. Carl Albert, Tip O'Neill and
Jim Wright now enjoy mailing
costs, office expense and the services of three staff members. All
this would end three years hence.
You tell 'em, Porter! Let the old
boys write books for a living.
Members of the Senate are not to
be outdone. Senators Howard Metzenbaum, Edward Kennedy and
Alan Simpson have risen from the
sinners' bench and walked in deco
repentance down the sawdust aisle.
What joy there is in heaven!
Charles Grassley, R -Iowa,
enhancing his reputation as a pain
in the Senate's backside, has put in
a zinger. He would crack down
hard on foreign travel. Hereafter
junketers would have to travel "by
the most economical means conveniently possible." Moreover, public
reports would have to identify
every employee "and any other
person" who accompanies the
member on a trip abroad. Alta boy,
Chuck!

UNEMPLOYMENT
IS HIGH.
rim NoT
WoRRIED.

Grassley can't be accused of
sudden conversion. Since he came
to the Senate 10 years ago, he has
tried valiantly but vainly to abolish
all the exemptions that Congress
now enjoys from laws that affect
everyone else. It is not widely
understood, but congressional staffers are treated at law as little more
than serfs. No minimum wage. No
limit on hours of work. No overtime. If their civil rights are violated they may complain to the
Ethics Committee. Big deal.
The holy spirit descended upon
the whole Senate on Oct. 24. By a
vote of 94-3 the Senate approved a
bill to make federal agencies obey
federal law. Astounding! Specifically, the bill (already passed by
the House in a different form)
would subject federal agencies to
the same regulations on toxic
wastes that apply in the private

17,500 contaminated sites at 1,855
installations. A sample survey of
17 federal agencies in 12 states
found almost half of them in violation of the law. A uranium plant in
Ohio has been unlawfully polluting
for 40 years. In Minnesota, solvent
from an Army ammunition plant
has contaminated water supplies.
Every state has a similar horror
story of federal agencies' contempt
for the law.
The bill has its curious aspects.
The Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) would be given
power to sue other federal' agencies, and to collect fines and civil
penalties, for violation of rules on
toxic waste disposal.
Sen. Malcolm Wallop, R-Wyo.,
found this arrangement "patently
idiotic." We are wasting scientific
resources, he insisted, by endorsing
"a silly kind of faddism that permits collection of fines from an
agency, thereby reducing the funds
available to abate the very problem
for which the fines were collected."

SeCtOr.

Our government, it appears from
a committee report, has a terrible
record in this regard. The Department of Defense alone has roughly

NE'Aiwa CLASS
IS LOSING GRouN
13-1
vo CAUSE
FoR ALARM.

Wallop voted against the bill (so
did Helms of North Carolina and
Garn of Utah), but there was no
stopping the stampede to salvation.
Will Congress and the government
abandon the high and mighty privileges so long enjoyed? Miracles
happen. They may be happening
now on Capitol Hill. But don't bet
the ranch.

THE RECOVERY
IS STALLING.
NO
PROBLEM.
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SPEND TOO Puu nmE
ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS;14
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THE ECONOMY IS
HURTING YOU IN
THE POLLS.
WE'RE DEvELOPiNG
AN ACTION PLAN.
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Plenty of racial 'openness already

World editorial roundup

Bill Bradley, the thoughtful
senator (rain New Jersey, believes
Americans should be more open
and honest about their racial fears
and hostilities.
As he put it: "The more Americans are honest about the level of
distrust they hold for each other,
the easier it will be to get beyond
these feelings."
This shows Bradley recognizes
one of America's more serious
problems. It also shows that Brady, who grew up in comfort, was a
Rhodes Scholar and played pro
basketball, may have led a sheltered life.
I don't know where he's been
the last half-century, but everywhere I've been Americans have
been very open and honest about
their feelings for each other. If they
were any more open, we'd have
round-the-clock rioting in the

Oct. 27; The Providence (R.I.) Sunday Journal OR the economy:
President Bush and Congress should take firm, prompt action to get the
economy moving again. There is a lot of unhappiness out there and compounding that unhappiness is the prospect that things might not improve
as soon as expected.
Unfortunately, economic recovery efforts have been held up in
Washington by the long-running dispute between the White House and
Congress over the best cure for the lingering recession. The White House.
with much justification. emphasizes a cut in the capital gains tax; many in
Congress, also with reason. focus on income tax relief for middle-income
people. And yet the fact is that we need both of these reductions. ...
- And yet any such moves will, in the long run, accomplish nothing if
they are not accompanied by offsetting revenue increases elsewhere and or cuts in spending. ...
So barring major cutbacks in government programs, any tax cut for
mlddle-income citizens would have to be paired with an increase in the
rates for the wealthy. But that would largely offset the benefits from the
aforementioned reduction in the capital gains levy. So we can only hope
tbat President Bush has the political clout, and the public support, to convince Congress to summon the wisdom and courage to cut into the out-ofcontrol pork barrel and entitlement programs.

Growing up in a typical Chicago
neighborhood, I assumed everyone
in America was either a hebe, a
dumb polack, a coon, a dago, a
kraut or a spec.
Later, I learned that in more
refined suburban communities,
people didn't use such crude terms.
At least not until they putted out on
the 18th green and got into the
locker room.
When, as a young man. I spent a
year of so in the Deep South, I discovered that Southerners and Chicagoans weren't really that different in their bigotries. The only difference was that Southerners
thought every Northerner was crud,
too.
If Bradly wants openness, I will
be glad to share my mail and some

Wed&

of my phone conversations with and the Mau Mau tribes.him. Especially the communica- - "Three cheers for Duke who is
tions I've had lately, thanks to the trying to clean up this mess."
How's that for openness? And
sudden fame and popularity of
David Duke, the former Klansman for social concern? He is confident
and Nazi who is a rising star in that with the election of David
Southern and Republican politics. Duke, Louisiana will experience a
Did I say Southern and Republi- sharp drop in head hunting and
can politics? No, that isn't accu- cannibalism.
And there was the man who
rate. Duke's popularity crosses party and geographic boundaries. He phoned me from New Orleans just
has admirers everywhere that think to say: "Why don't you liberal
Abraham Lincoln got carried away Jews mind your own business
about our politics?"
with the emancipation thing.
I told him I was not Jewish, but
And they're not at all shy about
expressing their views on Ameri- wasn't offended.
"Well, with that long beak of
ca's socioeconomic problems.
yours, you look Ike a Jew," he said,
For example, a gent down in
Memphis dropped me a note say- "and whatever you are, when Duke
ing: "You give me a pain in my is elected, we're gonna take care of
you know what. David Duke is the bastards like you."
Once again, refreshing openness
whites' last hope. Him and the
frankness in political disand
men
that
say 'We
young college
are sick of the crap we have to take course. And it is something to
think about. If Duke does rise to
from the blacks.'
power, anyone who has a promi"Most blacks are immoral and
they have an illegitimate kid every nent nose — or "heroic," as Cyrano
year. They don't know who the described his own — might considfathers are and couldn't care less, er having it reduced in size. Some
just so they get their welfare and
of Duke's followers seem to have a
thing about nose size. Onc of them
food stamps and most buy crack
has been calling every day and
and starve their kids.
"It is the black heritage. They screaming about long noses. I woncome from violent people. The der what Freud, with his phallic
theories, would make of that?
head hunters, cannibals, savages

And there's the nice lady named
Belle, who writes from Alexandria,
La.:
"What has Duke done wrong? I
can't remember any American
being treated the way he is. I don't
care for Nazis, but I don't think his
:ideas are more damaging than the
crime and ignorance that we
already have.
"The Democratic candidate has
blacks eating out of the palm of his
hand with favors like getting their
kids out of prison charges and pardoning criminals. What are we supposed to do? Vote for someone like
him?"
That is a tough choice. But maybe the Democrat will promise to let
some white criminals out of prison,
l00.

Thanks to Duke, my Hate-0Meter, which measures the intensity of America's snarl, has been
jumping higher than at any time
since the civil rights marches and
mayhem in the 1960s.
And, as Bradley says, that might
be good. If nothing else, it lets people blow off steam. Of course,
when guys drive their trucks into
restaurants and shoot up a dozen or
so customers, that's letting off
So if m.
steam
anyone

out there — black,
white, or whatever your tint —
wishes to be open and honest about
your level of distrust for each
other, just drop me a line and I'll
pass it along to Sen. Bradley. Maybe he can find a way of bringing us
all together.
If he does, I'd like to have a
piece of the emergency room
concession.
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CALENDAR

JO'S DATEBOOK
Wednesday, Nov. 6
National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

Murray Overeaters Anonymous/
beginners/5:1 5 p.m. and
regular/5:30 p.m./Ellis Community
Center.

The United Methodist Men of Calloway County will have their annual
family dinner meeting on Friday, Nov. 8, at 6:30 p.m. at Hazel United
Methodist Church. Each couple is asked to bring a covered dish, with
meat, rolls and drinks being furnished by the host group. The Rev. Sky
Lowe-McCracken, pastor, will speak. Entertainment will be by the Palestine Singers. Families need not be members of any of the local United
Methodist Men to attend; however all county United Methodist Men's
groups are urged to attend to enjoy the fellowship. For more information
call 1.W. Jones, president of Hazel-Mason's Chapel United Methodist

Bible Classes/7 p.m./Glendale
Road Church of Christ.
First Christian Church events
include Evangelism Committee/12
noon/Pagliai's; Christian Family
Fellowship/5:15 p.m./Murray
Middle School; Chancel Choir/7
p.m.

Men, at 492-8662.

Habitat will work three days
The local chapter of Habitat for Humanity will be working on one of its
projects on Thursday, Friday and Saturday, Nov. 7, 8 and 9. Work will start
at 9:30 a.m. each morning. Workers are asked to meet at the corner of Third
and Calloway Streets in the city of Hazel for the special project. The group
will tear the roof off of the house and put a new roof on the house during
this three day period. Dr. David Roos, group member, said volunteers are
especially needed for Thursday and Friday as many of the volunteers will be
at their places of school or employment those days. For information call Dr.
Roos at 753-3824.

Ladies Retreat at Community Church
Janice McBride is speaker at the Ladies Retreat being held at Christian
Community Church, 16th and Glendale, Sunday, Nov. 3, through Sunday,
Nov. 10. She is the speaker at services from 9:30 to 11:30 a.m. each morning through Friday at the church. A special salad luncheon is planned Saturday, Nov. 9, from 9:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. She will speak at services at 10:30
a.m. on Sunday, Nov. 10. For information call Karen Gres, 759-4410.
Child care will be provided, but reservations are necessary by calling
Chris Harrison at 753-8619.

(Cont'd on

Ladies of Good Shephered United Methodist Church show some of the Christmas crafts they have made to
sell at their Christmas Market Place Bazaar on Saturday, Nov. 9, from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the church
fellowship center building. Pictured, seated, Jean Woods, and standing, from left, Phyllis Roberts, Mary
Branscomb, Ruth Day and Margaret Kennedy. Featured will be a Christmas Shop, a General Store, Calico Shop, Bake Shop, Carpenter Shop and other items, some under $3. The church is located off Highway
121 South, New Concord Road, at Cherry Corner Road, five miles from Murray. Proceeds will be used for
local missions of the church.

24-hour Program Information
(502) 753-3314

U.S.D.A. CH ICE MEATS
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'The difference is in the service and the quality."

CCHS Conferences Thursday

eiA,

A

Parent-Teacher Conferences will be at Calloway County High School on
Thursday, Nov. 7, from 3:30 to 6:30 p.m. All high school parents are invited
to visit with the teachers of their students and no appointment is necessary,
according to Jerry Ainley, CCHS principal.

47)\-5t

Laryngectomee group Friday
Laryngectomee Support Group will meet Friday, Nov. 8, at 4 p.m. in the
private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is open to all
interested persons. For information call Dixie Hopkins, speech pathologist,
or Ann Ingle, R.N., at 762-1100.

Augusta Jean Walker born
Mr. and Mrs. Don Walker, 605 Vine St., Murray, are the parents of a
daughter, Augusta Jean, weighing four pounds eight ounces, measuring 17
inches, born on Tuesday. Oct. 1, at Norton's Hospital, Louisville. They have
another daughter, Brittany, 3. The mother is the former Lea Berry. Grandparents are Bobby and Willadene Walker, Rt. 1, Kirksey, Mrs. Rhoda Travis,
Oxford, Ark., and Frank Berry, Rapid City, S.D.
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Mr. and Mrs. Tom Denton of 701 South 16th St., Murray, are the parents
of a daughter, Autumn Rebecca, weighing seven pounds 11 ounces, measuring 211/2 inches, born on Tuesday, Oct. 22, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. They have another daughter, Karla, 16, and one son, Wade, 14.
Grandparents are Mrs. Edna Howerton and Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Denton,
Blytheville, Ark.

Jordari Blake'Henson born
Mr. and Mrs. Louie Henson of Rt. 2, Box 165, Murray, are the parents of a
son, Jordan Blake, weighing seven pounds five ounces, measuring 20
inches, born on Tuesday, Oct. 29, at 11:15 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. They have two other sons, Jason Scott, 12, and Jerrod Austin, 2.
The mother, the former Kathy Hester, is employed at Stella Grocery. The
father is employed at Murray State University. Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. M. F. Henson of Murray and Mrs. Dorothy Lindsey of Paducah and the
late Radford Hester.

Club cookbooks now on sale
The Murray Woman's Club 1991 Cookbook is now available just in time
for the holidays. The 1991 cookbook is made up of the best recipes from
previous books, plus new ones for 1991. The 450-page, extra large printed
book contains also pictures of historical buildings and events of Murray and
Calloway County. The book is $15 per copy which includes sales tax. Cookbook committee members were Barbara Brandon, Libby Hart, Alice
Koenecke, Mug Rigsby and Pat Weatherly. Books are available at Calloway
County Public Library, Owen's Food Market, Trees Do-11 Center, The Treasure House, Pier I Imports, Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce, and from any dub member. Starting Friday, Nov. 29, sales will begin at
the downtown and North Branches of both the Bank of Murray and Peoples
Bank, according to Pam Shay, finance chairman for the Woman's Club.

California Connection plans event
California Connection's 'Fall Food and Fun Fest' will be Saturday. Nov.
23, at fVp.m. in the Hospitality Room of University Branch of the Bank of
Murray. This will be a potluck dinner with guests bringing their favorite California dishes. This will be the fourth event planned by the California Connection. All former residents of California now residing in Murray and Calloway County are welcome Call 753-6509 for information.

tem

M-F 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m.-3 p.m.

Dixieland Center
753-MEAT
On Chestnut
IPJJ
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The Singles Organizational Society will have a 'Thanksgiving-Like Dinner' at Mayfield. The singles will meet at 6 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce building. Each one should bring a dish to share.
Rebekah will be hostess for this evening of pigging out and fellowship. This
is a nonprofit support and social group for single adults. The purpsoe of the
group is to provide support and positive social interaction for singles of all
ages. For information call Pamela/753-7638, Jeanne/753-0224,
Sharon/1-527-9748, or Rebekah/1-247-5765.

ImmanuerLutheran Church will have its Bazaar and Bake Sale from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m. on Saturday, Nov. 9, at the church. The tea room will be open
from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. All types of crafts and baked goods will be on sale.
The public is invited to attend this special bazaar and visit the tea room, according to Elizabeth Lawrence, church member.

f--P&P

Nief

Singles' event Friday

Lutheran Bazaar on Saturday

For

our Convenience \ow Otters

p
UPS Pick-Up
Cathy Elias, treasurer of Sigma Department of Murray Woman's
Club, presents a check for donation to Murray-Calloway County
Park. This is for improvements to the local county-city park. Accepting the donation is Gary Hohman, director of the park. Money for
this donation was from funds from the Sigma Brunch held in February each year, Elias said.

Pearl Harbor
pins promoted
by AMVETS

Ua,lMonda - Frida)
Ship Weekly & Save mone.%

Nt.i; 9 a.m.- X p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.- 7 p.m. Sun I. p.m.
hli,

141 S..

Olmpir Plata

-The annual Ladies' Day Thanksgiving luncheon at Murray Country Club
will be Wednesday. Nov. 13, at 12 noon. The menu will consist of chicken
cordon bleu, wild rice, cranberry salad, French green beans with almonds,
rolls, and assorted desserts. The cost will be $8 per person. Reservations
should be made by Tuesday, Nov. 12, by calling 753-6113 or 753-8116.

75.1-23X0

Get Your FREE

This year marks the 50th
anniversary of the sneak auack on
Pearl Harbor.
To commemorate the observance
of this event, AMVETS has a special Pearl Harbor Pin.
The pins are available at $2 each
at AMVETS Post 45 on Highway
79 near Paris Landing, Tenn.
The limited edition pin combines
a pearl with an anniversary wreath.
Organizations desiring to use the
pins for fundraising should contact
Post 45 at 1-901-642-8690.
"AMVETS urges anyone who
purchases the pin to wear it proudly between Veterans Day, Nov. 11,
and Pearl Harbor Day, Dec. 7, in
observance of those who served
and died on that 'date that will live
in infamy'," an AMVETS member
said.

Would you like to subscribe to
the Murray Ledger & Times?
If so, stop by our front office and
pay for a 6 month or 1 year
renewal or new subscription. And
we'll give you a 1992 Farmers'
Almanac PREP
(While Supplies Lctst)

Mirrray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave. Murray

BRIDAL
REGISTRY
We are pleased to
announce that Amy
Daniel, bride-elect
ofJ.D. Overton, has
made her domestic
and
household
selections through
our bridal registry.
Amy and J.D.
will be married
November 23, 1991.

Six Months

I would like to have my FREE
1992 Farmers' Almanac. Please
enter my subscription or renewal for (please check one).

0 One

Year

0 Six Months
D One Year

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
PHONE

Hwy. 641 North
Murray
Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

$54.50
$64.50

Local Sul sription

Murray 'Ledger 8i, Times
Thanksgiving luncheon planned

page 8A)

P.O. Box 1040
Murray, Kentucky 42071
753-1916

$r28.50
$57.00
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BAKER'S STEW
By Trudy Baker

*
144-

Boy! Is it cold or what?
I have been freezing, actually
chilled to the bone since the temperatures
several days ago.
I've been feelingpretty whimpy
about this, as it's only in the 20's,
not below zero and I keep thinking
about those people living in Siberia
and the Yukon (places I don't even
want to visit!)
Our local TV weatherman has
just explained that the reason we
all feel so cold is because this is a
sudden temperature drop, early in
the season and that our bodies
haven't had the gradual temperature drop that helps our body thermostat readjust each fall.

•
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rescued' from the outside.
The best defense against the cold
is some good hearty and hot winter
treats. Some time ago, I heard a
scientific report that indicated that
hot food didn't necessarily warm a
person any faster than cool or
lukewarm food. This may be so,
but I know a hot bowl or mug of
something steaming sure makes
cold fingers and cheeks feel better.

4

SERVICE NOTES

0

MARINE PVT. WILLIAM E.
GILBERT, son of Marsha L. Hamlet of Ri 7, Benton, recently completed recruit training at Marine
Corps Recruit Depot, Parris Island,
S.C.
During the training cycle, Gilbert was taught the basics of battlefield survival, introduced to typical
military daily routine, and personal
and professional standards.
.Gilbert participated in an active
physical conditioning program and
gained proficiency in a variety of
military skills including first aid,
rifle marksmanship and close-order
drill. Teamwork and self-discipline
are emphasized throughout the
cycle.
He is a 1991 graduate of Marshall County High School.
Draffenville.
NAVY SEAMAN RECRUIT
JROME F. HORN, son of Ladd E.
and Judith F. Horn of 221 Riviera
Cts., Murray, recenty completed
training at Recruit Training Command, Orlando, Fla.
During the training cycle,, Horn
was taught general military subjects designed to prepare him for
further academic and on-the-job
training in one of the Navy's 85
occupational fields.
His studies included seamanship,
close-order drill, naval history and
first aid.
Horn, a 1991 graduate of Calloway County High School, joined
the Navy in July 1991.
RICHARD L. WILLIAMS has
reentered the U.S. Army.
A trained military policeman,
Williams will report to Fort Sill,
Okla., Nov. 13 for assignment to
Europe, his duty choice.
Sgt. 1st Class Don Patty of the
U.S. Army Recruiting Station at
107 E. Wood Si, Paris, Tenn_
asSisted Williams in selecting his
Army options.
Williams and his wife, Sherry,
make their home in Puryear, Tenn.
A 1986 graduate of Callaway
County High School, Williams is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. James E.
Williams of Hazel.

I c. shredded longhorn Cheddar
Cheese
Saute celery and onion in butter
in a large Dutch oven until tender.
Add next 9 ingredients, cover and
simmer about 20 mins. til tender.
Remove from heat and mash vegetables with a potatoe masher. Add
milk and cheese, cook, stirring constantly until cheese is melted.

Special Potato Soup
2 stalks celery, sliced
1 med. onion, chopped
2 Tbs. butter, melted
6 med. potatoes, peeled and
cubed
2 carrots sliced
3 c. water
5 chicken bouillon cubes
3/4 tsp. seasoned salt
1/2 tsp. dried whole thyme
1/2 tsp. dried whole rosemary,
crushed
dash of garlic_ powder
dash of pepper
2 c. milk

Hot Cider Surprise
1 qt. white grape juice
1 lemon, sliced
1 orange, sliced
2 sticks cinnamon
dash or ground cloves
Combine all ingredients in a
Dutch oven. Bring to a boil, reduce
heat and simmer 5 mins. Discard

I was much relieved to hear this
explanation, as. I'd been thinking
something along the same lines,
although it doesn't help the fact
that my nose feels colder than m.s
dogs.
Where have all the "early warning signs" from the woodsmen
-been this year! I haven't heard any-thing about those caterpillars being
.fuzzier or how thick the hickory
'nut shells are this year. In my own
-backyard, I have noticed how thick
the coat on our "outside" dog has
grown already. So does this mean
we're heading into a long, cold
winter? Reports indicate a chance
of snow flurries later this week...is
this an indication of what's to
come?
Growing up in the 'snow belt',
I've waded through my share of
snowdrifts. The worst winter I
remember, we were snowbound in
the house for two weeks with drifts
12 feet high. It was about five days
before we could shovel ourselves
out and as I remember, we played
countless games of ping-pong and
Monopoly. I spent the second week
gluing mozaic tiles and beads onto
fiberboard panels, making a pair of
garish peacocks that Morn then
hung over the couch.
Moving to Kentucky, I foolishly
gave away my heavy winter duds,
thinking I'd moved south out of the
winter's chill. My first year here, I
nearly got snowed in out at the
lake in early December and two
years later (remember 1978?) week
af,ter"iveeivf snowfalls built up a
-sizeable drift outside the front
door. A year or so after that an early winter ice storm glued shut the
doors to my house and I had to be

cinnamon sticks before serving.

Here are some recipes you can
try to thaw the folks during this
early arctic blast. Keep them handy, as a news report just revealed
the Canadian geese are arriving in
record numbers and earlier than
usual. If that isn't a sign of a long
:winter, I don't know what is!

Crock Pot Beef Burgundy
1 11/2 lb. boneless round steak
1/4 c. flour
1/8 tsp. ground cinnamon
1/8 tsp ground cloves
1/8 tsp. pepper
2 Tbs. diced bacon (2 strips)

Home Owned 8
Home Operated

Storey's

BI

*We Accept US Govt.
Food Stamps and
WIC Vouchers

Food Giant

FARM FRESH
GRADE A' MEDIUM

1 mcd onion. chopped
2 cloves garlic, minced
1 8 oz. can tormato sauce
1/2 c. Burgundy or other dry red
wine
1/4 tsp. salt
Hot cooked rice
Trim excess fat from steak, slice
diagonally across grain into 3/4
inch wide strips, cut strips into 2
inch pieces. Combine flour with
tomatoe sauce, add spices and
wine, whisk until smooth, put
meat, onion and bacon in crock
pot, stir in tomato mix and stir
until blended. Cook on low heat
6-8 hours until tender. Serve over
hot cooked rice.

4(•

*We Reserve The Right
Bel-Air Shopping Center, South 12th Street, Murray

EGGS

To Limit Quantities

FREE!

PRICE

SMOOTH OR CRUNCH
PETER PAN

PEANUT BUTTER'

LIMIT ONE
WITH $18.00 ADDITIONAL PURCHASE
EXCLUDING TOBACCO PRODUCTS

18 02.
WITH ORE FILLED
CROPPERS CASH 02
SMART SOOPPER CARR

* MINI*OM•MN•IMO•EMI•INE * NMI•Mt*

PEPSI
COLA

—

PRIDE
OF Ill101015

DIET PEPSI, cArran FREE,
7-UP, MT. DEW, DR. PEPPER
SR CRUSH FLAVORS

CORN, PEAS OR
COT GREEN BEANS

REG. OR LIGHT
BLUE BONNET

I

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

INE
r( MARGAR
1 LB. QTRS.

I

le OZ. CAN

roR $1

TWO 11-LITER
PLASTIC

O

LOUT TOT/U. Of 1 PLEASE

krm..ww•ma.sm.•:14

••

-WISI COLA
(
TRW
WET PEPIII,
CAFFEINE
7-OP, MT. IIEW, U. PEPPER

•NM•NM•IM*MIN•MI•IMO• INIM•

BAKERS REAL
CHOCOLATE CHIPS

ANGEL FLAKE

$139

COCONUT

24 CT.
$99
12 OZ. CAMS
ihr

12 OZ. BAG

14 OZ. S149
BAG

/09
S6

CHOC. FLAVORED CHIPS
12 02. BAG or

P1L

ag• °.
PANTRY PRIDE

SANDWICH
BREAD
24 OZ. LOAF

•

tar.,
5.11,

GOLDENROD

SOUR
CREAM

I

W

oe)
AppgE
1
4
1
1
1

FREE!!)

77

urn' ems re.1.1:11
SMART seems came

IN •=I•INN •II=•=P•

COITONELLE

LIMIT TWO PLEASE

..e..•......••=0•Im•ms•MI• MI5••

•MI•1=3•ME•III

DELI
„JAWED OR WHOLE BEHR),
OCEAN SPRAY
eels

VCS

SNUGGLE

FABRIC SOFTENER

CRANBERRY MICE

9199

ez.89c

64 OZ.

Cu

VESS

Cola „. • SOFT DRINKS
12 PK.
OZ.
CANS

$192

'4"

BRYANS HONEY CORED

DEIN MONTE

CATSUP

$119

•

HEFTY LAWN

Nefty
and L

11'71

32 OZ.

LEAF BAGS
$149

&dips

,

10 CT. IN

As

PLASTIC SQUEEZE SMILE}

MUSHROOM, MEAT, TRAD.
HUNT'S

SPAGHEITI SAUCE

99

27 02.

•MiTh

TREESWEET

COTTIVRCHEESE
12 11Z.
CANTO

9'

ORANGE, GRAPEFRUIT,
ON ORANGE PINEAPPLE
JUICE

$169

5402.

/ LB.
HAM
BUY 1 LB., GET I FREE!
BRYAN

Lo.
BOLOGNA
BUY I LB., SIT I ME
OUR OWN

'2"

BAKED HAM ...Le.
BUY I LB., GET I FREE!
YOUR CHOICE

POTATO SALAD
9C
COLE SLAW
MACARONI SALAD....LiO
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--Murray Woman's Club
Board meets on Monday

dry red

k, slice
Ito 3/4
into 2
it with
.ts and
h, put
crock
nd stir
w heat
ve over

Gerry Reed, president, presided
at a meting of Executive Board of
Murray Woman's Club held Monday, Nov. 4, at 12 noon at Calloway County Public Library.
The board voted to continue with
the project of contributing $60
yearly to the Christmas in the Park
held each December at MurrayCalloway County Park. This is the
event showing special holiday

Fourth Street,
PETS OF THE WEEK — nese four animals are available for adoption at Animal Shelter, East Sycamore Street off South
"PeachTabby;
gray/black
operated by The Humane Sodety of Calloway County. They are, from left, "Stripette," a spayed female shorthaired
homes
find
not
do
who
Animals
Colley.
male
neutered
es," a male Pekingese mix; "Patience," a female spayed Doberman; and "Charlie," a
The
Saturday.
p.m.,
4
to
1
and
Friday,
through
Monday
p.m.,
5
to
12:30
are
public,
the
must be destroyed. Hours of the shelter, open to
759-4141.
call
information
Humane Society is a member of United Way of Murray and Calloway County. For

BI

*Num*
COUPONS-DOUBLE
NOW AT STOREY'S
FOOD GIANT
VETER NW DAY VALUE

PRICE

-DOUBLE COUPONS-

S GOOD WED., NOV. 6TH THRO TOES., NOV. 12TH
Open 7 a.m. to 11 p.m. Daily

IUNCHY
if

KRAFT

CAKE MIXES

GRAPE JELLY

49

.
23

SANDWICH BREAD
24 OZ.
LOAF

32 .79
:
1

18 OZ.
111,11

PANTRY PRIDE

DUNCAN HINES LAYER

ITTER

49

Double your money back on
all manufacturer S coupons,
up to SOC. Restrictions
apply. See store for more
details.

*
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MRS. GRISSOM
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CHICKEN SALAD
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OBSE SMOKE CURED
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The Real Taste of Ham

IL

$199

TENDERBEST
NATURE BEST

LB. 79c

FRANKS

WAFER MEATS.. 2.5 OZ.
FRESH

FIELDS

SAUSAGE

STEWING HENS

10 LB

LB

89'

Missionary
will speak
here Monday

17 • ;,:..
:1";"

SLICED SLAB

BEEF
PATTIES

BACON
10 LB.

go

PORK

BONELESS

NECK
BONES
$290

CHUCK
STEAK

90

m LB.

LB.

IN•MIII*IIIIN •Mill*•11•1111M•111110•Ml•IIIIII*IN

$299
2/99'

Le.

COOKED HAM

• --••woo/. r

FLANDERS
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8 OZ.

._._e.

10 LB.

sr sem LB.
sr PER LB.
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1E0 PER LB

BAKERY
@am,—

'4"
s2"
$299

AB.

I FREE!

I FREE'

I FREE!

,a89c

$199

GLAZED

DONUTS

1
DOZ. .

DELI MADE PIZZAS
CHEESE,
PEPPERONI,
OR DELUXE

SAUSAGE

FLORIDA TANGELOS AND

JUICE ORANGES

2/499 6/spo
5/$1
,...89C
2 ..99c
9'

FRIED APPLE,
CHERRY, PEACH

FRUIT PIES
ITALIAN

BREAD

scenes and is seen by thousands of
people as they drive through the
park during this period.
Also the board voted to cooperate with the Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce and
the merchants of Murray by contributing $125 for one of the banners
to be used as holiday decorations
now being planned for Thecity during the holidays.
Pam Shay, finance chairman,
announced that the annual fundraising card party was held Saturday, Oct. 26, at the club house
Funds raised included about
$365.50.
Also Shay announced that the
Gift Wrap has arrived and will be
distributed to members making
these purchases at the November
meetings.
Reed announced that a Children's Book Fair will be held at Calloway County Public Library,
Tuesday through Saturday, Nov.
5-9. This five-day event is being
sponsored jointly by the Alpha
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club, and College of
Education at Murray State
University.
Proceeds from the sale of childc
ren's books will be divided
between W.A.T.C.H. and Need
Line, Reed said.
Also on sale at the fair will be
the latest edition of the Murray
Woman's Club Cookbook; History
of Calloway County by Dorothy
and Kirby Jennings; My Journey in
Nursing by Nadine Turner, and
Photographic Pot Pourri of Calloway County by Calloway County
Public Library Volunteers.
During the Children's Book Fair,
the traveling exhibit school bus of
the Partnership for Kentucky
School Reform will be parked at
the library.
Visitors who tour the bus will
see exhibits that explain the main
provisions of Kentucky's education
reform act. The-tours will be from
10 a.m. to 5 p.m., Tuesday through
Saturday, Nov. 5-9.
Reports were given by Eva Morris, first vice president; Vanda
Gibson, second vice president; Lou
Ann Philpot, recording secretary;
Naomi Rogers, treasurer, Barbara
Brandon, chairman of the Advisory
Council.
Announcement was made of the „
Murray Woman's Club Christmas
Open House planned Sunday, Dec.
1, from 2 to 4 p.m. at the club
house. Entertainment will be
arranged by Alpha Department;
decorations by Kappa and Music
Departments; hostess chairman,
Sigma, with other members from
each department. The public is
invited.
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FRESH BUNCH

3/$100

FRESH

GREEN ONIONS

EGGPLANT

TENDER FRESH

FRESH

SPINACH
S

RUTABAGAS

BUTTERNUT AND

FRESH IN-SHELL

ACORN SQUASH

LB.

PEANUTS

LB

49'
29

$I
LB. •

The Rev. Roy Solvig will be one
of the featured speakers at the
upcoming missions conference to
be held at Christian and Missionary
Alliance Bible Study in Murray.
The theme will be "Thank You For
Giving to Lord!"
This conference will be Monday,
Nov. 11, at 7 p.m. at George
Weaks Community Center, Poplar
and South Seventh Streets, Murray.
Although many areas of North
and West Africa are enduring
famine, the Rev. Roy Solvig, missionary to Cote d'Ivoire with The
Christian Missionary Alliance, says
he sees a bountiful harvest, where
he ministers — and not just cocoa
beans and bananas.
Rather, Solvig can report on a
rapidly growing church movement
in this West African nation. "In the
past eight yetirs in Soubre, C&MA
church groups have been established in 150 villages, with over
15,000 members and some 2,700
baptism," Solvig said.
In addition to church-planting
and evangelism ministries, Solving
and his wife, Kathy, also work with
youth and have some administrative duties. The Solvigs began their
missionary work in 1960, studying
French in Switzerland. Their first
term of service was in Guinea, but
in 1967 they were sent to Cote
d'Ivoire.
The C&MA is an evangelical
denomination that emphasizes
world missions. More than 12,400
of its over 14200 churches are
located overseas in 54 countries.
The local C&MA group is meeting each Monday at 7 p.m. at the
Weaks Center. Eugene F. Howard
is pastor for the local group. He
may be called at 1-683-8265.
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Pottertown
Club meets

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 991

Members of the Paris
Homemakers Club met at Sirloin
Stockade for their October
meeting.
Faustine Walker presided. She
also presented a lesson on "CreaLive Gifts" and displayed some
handmade crafts.
Nine members were present. One
local visitor was Rebecca Clark,
and three out-of-town guests were
Lula Parker, Sue Parker and Mary
Summers of Metropolis, Ill.
Lunch was served prior to the
meeting.

BRIDAL
REGISTRY
We are pleased to announce that Shirley
Humbert, bride-elect of
Gary Overbey, has
made her domestic and
'household selections
bridal
registry.
Shirley and Gary
will be married November 28, 1991.

WAL-VIART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray
Hours:
NIon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

Thursday, Nov. 7

Wednesday, Nov. 6

Lavine C,arter presented the
major lesson on "Creative Gifts" at First United Methodist Church
a meeting of Pottertown Homemak- events include Covenant Prayer
ers Club held Wednesday. Oct. 9. Group/10 a.m.; Bell Choir/4 p.m.;
at Mayflower Restaurant at Holi- Youth Club/5 p.m.; Finance
day Inn.
Committee/6:30 p.m.; AdministraLandscape notes were presented tive Board/7 p.m. and Chancel
by Louise Short. Choirf7:30 p.m.
Group singing was led by Lurene
Cooper who also gave the devo- First Baptist Church events
tion. Recreation was directed by include Bible Study/9:45 a.m.; FelAnita Purvis.
lowship supper/5:30 p.m.; Library
Bobbie Cook, president, presopen/6:30 p.m.; Prayer meeting,
ided. Reports were given by Kay
Klaymata and Children's
Carlson and Mary Moore.
Choirs/6:30 p.m.; Sanctuary
Seven members were to attend
Choir/7:45 p.m:
Lhe Purchase Area Homemakers
Day held Oct. 17 at CUTriS Center. Grace Baptist Church events
Murray State University.
include Sunday School EnlargeAlso present were Jo Roberts, ment Campaign/7 p.m. and Weekly
Iva Alford, Louie Hurt and Mary
Workers/8 p.m.
Gertzen.
The club will meet Wednesday,
Memorial Baptist Church events
Nov. 13, at Mayflower Restaurant,
include supper/6 p.m.; Sunday
Holiday Inn.
School Workers/6:15 p.m.; GAs.
RAs and Prayer meeting/7 p.m.,
Sanctuary Choir/8 p.m.

Paris Road Club
hears Walker Road

Maier-Lovins vows solemnized

ENDAR
CAL
(Coat'd from page SA)

Elm Grove Baptist Church events
include Midweek Bible Study.
Acteens, RAs, GAs and Mission
Friends/7, p.m.
Gatsby Week events will include
movie version of Gatsby starring
Robert Redford/6:30 p.m./Room
208/Faculty Hall, Murray State
University.
Westside Baptist Church prayer
servicer/ p.m.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Administrative
Board/7 p.m/church.
Thursday, Nov. 7
Garden Department of Murray
Woman's Club/1 p.m./club house.
Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi/7 p.m./home of Linda
Fain.
Murray Art Guild/open 6-9 p.m.
Haul Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
for senior citizens' activities.
Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
for senior citizens' activities.
National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

H. Eddie Roberts Jr. Post 6291 of
Veterans of Foreign Wars/7
p.m./Willis Center.
Murray Civitan Club/7
p.m/Hotneplace Resuiurani
Murray Kiwanis Club/6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.
Murray Rotary Club/I2 noon/
Seven Seas Restaurant.
Young N Hearts/10 a.m./Glendale
Road Church of Christ.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m.;
Bible Study/1 p.m.; RCIA/1 p.m.:
Knights of Columbus meeting/7
p.m. at K/C building.
First United Methodist Church
events include Senior Adult
Exercise/9 a.m. and Adult
Exercise/5:15 p.m.
First Baptist Church events
include Mothers' Day Out/9:30
Lin

Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Building, Info/Kennith Broach,
-m-3550
Leisure Life Gardening Seminar/2
p.m./University Branch of Bank of
Murray. Infof153-1893.
German Shepherd Dog Club of
Kentucky/7:3 0
West
p.m./Glendhenmere Kennels.
Infor/436-2858 or 1-247-8433.
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital/
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center,
Murray/8-11:30 a.m. and 12:30-3
p.m.

Miss Elizabeth Susan Maier and
John Brian Lovins, both of Los
Angeles, Calif., were married
Saturday, Oct. 19.
The bride is the daughter of Elizabeth and Gerald Scott of Phoenix, Ariz., and the late Norlyn
Richard Maier of Stockton, Calif.
She is the granddaughter of the
late Jose and Francesca Oliva:es
and the late Phillip and Is& Maier.
The groom is the son of Beth
and David Buchanan of Nashville,
Tenn., and the late Johnny Lovins
of Nashville.
He is the grandson of Macon and
Jean Blankenship and John and
Louise Lovins, all of Murray.
The vows were solemnized in a
garden wedding by a Spanish style
fountain at The Pointe at Squaw
Peak Resort, Phoenix, Ariz.
The colors of light pink, white
and gold were used in the decorations. The vows were said in front
of a flowered white arch in the east
garden.
Officiating was the Rev. Richard
Northrup. Classical selections by a
violionist and pianist were played.
Verses 16 and 17 of the first chapter of the book of Ruth from The
Bible were read.
The bride wore a special designer wedding gown trimmed in lace.
She carried a bridal cascade bouquet of pink and white roses.
Pamela Cone of Phoenix, Ari7.,
was the maid of honor. She wore a
light pink "southern belle" satin
gown with hoops, and carried a
bouquet of pink and white
carnations.
The flower girl was Morgan
Blankenship of Murray, cousin of
the groom. She wore a light pink
satin dress and carried a white
wicker basket filled with pink and
white rose petals.
The groom wore a white tuxedo
with pink accessories. He had a

By LUCILE POTTS

Gatsby Week events will include
Murray State University faculty
speaking at Humanities Forum
dealing with background and
themes/7 p.m./Barkley Lecture
Hall, Curns Center. Admission
free.

Murray Lodger& Tim.. Ousel Wrfler

"The Passion of Dracula"/by
Murray State University Theatre/8
p.m./Johnson Theatre, Fine Arts
Center, MSU. Info/762-6797.
Faculty of Murray State Department of Music/American Music
recital/8 p.m/Farrell Recital Hall,
Doyle Fine Arts Center. Admission
free.

AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens'
Center, Benton. Info/759-4059 or
753-7663.

Friends of Oakhurst/10 a.m./at
Oakhurst, Murray State University.

"Where your ideas turn to gold.
759-1141
Dixieland Center

pink rose boutonniere.
Grand Ballroom at the resort.
The couple spent their honeyWaylon Dilliard of Nashville,
Tenn., was best man. His bouton- moon at Lantern Light Inn, Sedonz,
Ariz., and at the Grand Canyon
niere was a carnation.
The ring bearer was Neal Bucha- National Park in Arizona.
The new Mr. and Mrs. Lovins
nan of Nashville, Term., brother of
,are now residing at 2180 S. Beverthe groom.
A wedding brunch, hosted by the 1Y Glen Blvd. #243, Los Angeles,
bride's parents, followed in the Calif. 90025.

Potts, Sanders write about Coldwater

Murray High School "Quick
Recall" Match at Caldwell County
with Crittenden County.

Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous/7 p.m./Pansh Center/
Si Leo Catholic Church.

J.T. LEE, Jeweler

Mr. and Mrs. John Brian Lovins

LBL events include Planetarium
Show/2 p.m./GPVC; Iron
Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m./Florneplace-1850.

Summer went by so swiftly that
all we have left are memories of
the pleasant activities in which we
participated during the summer,
and the beautiful yellow, orange
arid red leaves covering the yards
telling us autumn has arrived.
Yes, it is wonderful that memories remain with us reminding us of
the good times spent with family
and friends.
The main event of the Coldwater
Community was the annual reunion
held at Homeplace Restaurant.
With 57 "old timers" present
from several states and some we
had not seen since last year, you
can imagine the hugs and kisses
that were exchanged.
Mrs. Millie Cochran of Browns
Grove was the oldest one present,
91 years old.
Coldwater community is known
for its closely knitted friendship of

Pleasant Grove group meets
A work day meeting of South
Pleasant Grove Homemakers Club
was held Monday, Oct. 14, at Calloway County Public Library.
The club's work day consisted of
the making of name tags to be used
for the Purchase Area Homemakers
meeting held at Curris Center,
Murray State University, on Thursday, Oct. 24.
luta Hutson, president, presided.
Clovis Brown gave the devotion.
Fifteen members answered the
roll call by describing a favorite
Halloween costume.
Members brought a sack lunch

with additional refreshments being
served by Delyghte Humphreys and
Sherrie Paschall.
Other members present were
Inez Butterworth, Clarkie Butterworth, Twila Coleman, Brenda
Erwin, Sandra Gallimore, Beauton
Hart, Donna Jackson, Clovis Jones,
Imogene Paschall, Delpha Taylor
and Linda Workman.
The club will meet Wednesday,
Nov. 13, at 1:30 p.m. at the home
of Donna Jackson. Each member is
asked to bring a creative idea to
demonstrate.
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had a "Do You Remember?" sesYes, summer is gone, but not the
sion which brought back many
-memories.
memories.
Ruth Carter Hayden of Mayfield
Wilma Jean Sanders wrote a
told about some things she rememremembering what life was
poem
bered happening when she lived in
Coldwater back in the 30s,
in
like
school
Coldwater and attended
50s. It is as follows:
and
40s
there.
in Coldwater
Life
" Ruth said one thing that stood
in Coldwater, surely
up
Growing
Health
the
was
out in her mind
Nurse coming and lining the child- was a joy
Whether you were a fiesty girl,
ren up and giving them their
a bashful little boy
or
"shots.
Ralph Haneline's pickup, was
"Dcr you remember?" when the
stove pipes fell at shcool and Sher- our school's only "bus"
He'd haul his calves to market,
wood had to put them up. (Of
course no one knocked the pipes then he'd come after us
If crying was heard at eight
down.) Ha Ha!
"spellhaving
you could always tell
r
o'clock,
remembe
you
Do
Loretta Turner was late for
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WASHINGTON, D.C. — Julie
Grogan, daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Ed Grogan of Lone Oak and grandr
daughter of Mrs. Virgil Grogan of
Murray, has been selected to attend
the National Young Leaders Conference, Nov. 12-17, in Washington, D.C.
Having demonstrated academic
achievement, leadership and citizenship, Grogan will be among 350
outstanding high school students
from across the nation at the conference sponsored by the Congressional Youth Leadership Council.
"The Leaders of Tomorrow
Meeting the Leaders of Today"
will be the conference theme.
Throughout the six-day conference,
Julie Grogan
Grogan will meet with key leaders
and newsmakers from the three
branches of government, the media School, Gpagan has served as both
and the diplomatic corps.
treasurer and president of her class,
Highlights of the week in teasurer of Student Council, secretWashington will include welcom- ary of Beta Club, candidate for
ing remarks from a Member of Kentucky Beta Club secretary,
Congress on the floor of the U.S. member of Foreign Language Club,
House of Representatives and a Tennis Club, Pep Club, Key Club
panel discussion led by journalists and SADD.
at the National Press Club.
Grogan maintains a 4.0 grade
Grogan will explore presidential point average while playing #3 on
decision-making in a simulation varsity tennis team. She has won
entitled "If I Were President," and regional title in doubles two years
will also visit the diplomatic in a row in high school tennis. She
embassy of either Morocco, Den- enjoys playing the piano and does
mark, Lebanon or Sri Lanka.
long-distance running in her spare
She will meet with Senator Wen- time.
dell H. Ford, Senator A. Mitchell
She attended the Kentucky Hugh
McConnell, Representative Carroll O'Brien Youth Foundation LeaderHubbard, or designated staff ship Conference last summer. She
members.
is a member of Lone Oak Church
Culminating the National Young of Christ.
Leaders Conference will be "The
Founded in 1985, the Youth
Mock Congress on Gun Control" Leadership Council is a non-profit,
during which scholars assume the non-partisan education organization
roles of the U.S. Representatives committed to recognizing outstandby debating, lobbying, and voting ing youth and providing them with
on proposed handgun legislation.
a "hands-on" civic learning experiA junior at Lone Oak High ence in the nation's capital.

The annual Hollyberry Bazaar of First Presbyterian Church Women
will be Saturday, Nov. 9, starting at 8 a.m. at the church, located at
16th and Main Streets, Murray. Tickets are now on sale for a quilt
and an "Old World Santa," pictured above, and made by Carleen and
Toni Belcher. The tickets may be purchased from any woman of First
Presbyterian Church or at the door the day of the bazaar. Featured
will be a tea room, bakery, crafts and collectibles. The public is urged
to attend, according to the committee members in charge, Jean Lindsey, Carleen Belcher and Charlotte Gregory.

Knights help W.A.T.C.H.
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Donations for the recent Tootsie Roll Drive, sponsored by the Knights
of Columbus Fr. Saffer Council #6897, are being accepted from
Karen Balzer, left, to Bert Bleemel and Gary Casper from Linda Virant. The annual community project supports the W.A.T.C.H. Program in Murray and Calloway County. Another fundraiser for the
Knights is the weekly bingo play on Tuesdays at 7 p.m. at the Knights
of Columbus building on Squire Hale Road, Murray.
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Harris Grove Club meets
Harris Grove Homemakers met
Wednesday, Oct. 9, at Ellis Community Center.
Elizabeth Parks presented the
major lesson on "Dealing with
Household Wastes." She gave
information on six different classes
of dangerous items and chemicals
prevalent in the day-to-day exposure in the home.
The president, Katherine Ray,
gave hints on homemaking such as
when to dig root crops.
Margaret Taylor gave the devotion on the theme of "God and
Thanksgiving for our Harvest."
Winners from the club who
entered crafts in the Annual County
Homemakers' meeting were Elizabeth Parks, Katherine Ray, Melva Cooper and Sherry Edwards.
Hostesses for the October meeting were Marie Hicks and Grace
James.
The club will meet Wednesday,
Nov. 13, at 10 a.m. at Ellis Center.
Members will work on painting
sweatshirts in the afternoon. Hostesses will be Hattie Lee Galloway
and Annie Lou Jones.

Hello
Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
those who.vvhatwhere questions
about your new city'
WAGON
As
WELCOME
Representative. its my tob to help

sting
Center

Ill•-•••••••••••••itella-mumm."
- - •

Members are to bring a Christmas wrapped gift for a man or
woman patient at Western State
Hospital, Hopkinsville, at the
November meeting or by Dec. 1 to
the County Extension Office in the
Weaks Community Center.

•Pen & ink sketches
.Paintings from
photographs &
restorations
.Copies of old
masters

753-2928

2 Grand Prizes: A two-day bass fishing trip for two with renowned
striped bass fisherman,Jerry Bean at Lake Ouachita.This includes
airfare and hotel accommodations at the
Mountain Harbor Resort in Mt.Ida,
Arkansas.
10 First Prizes: A $100.00 gift certificate good on sporting equipment from the
Bass Pro Shops Outdoor Catalog.
SO Second Prizes: A $25.00 gift certificate
good on sporting equipment from the Bass Pro
Shops Outdoor Catalog.
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Sat., 10 a.m. - 11 p.m.; Sun., 1 p.m. - 10 p.m.
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Plastic; Reconstructive
Cosmetic Surgery
•Facial Plastic Surgery •Breast Surgery
•Hand Surgery •Liposuction
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502-753-4614
300 South Eight Street, Murray, Ky.
Call For An
Certified by The American
Appointment
Board of Plastic Surgery
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EAMES 33102. I •
Complete this official entry form
and mail to:

Save 25t

Libby's
Great Outdoor
Sweepstakes

on Libby's'Chili, BeefStew,

Tamales or Sloppy Joe Sauce,
any size or variety.

•
Spread or Libby's' Corned Beef Hash, I
any size or variety.
on Libby's'Spreadables' Sandwich

you get over the hurdies of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community info. Advice on
reliable business in— your new
neighborhood
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"

Marjorie Hatton
is now
accepting
orders for
art work
for the
holidays.

day."
Thompson said for persons to
contact the quilt shop, quilt guild,
or fabric store in your area to find
out what events have been planned.
If no event has been planned, why
not think of a quilt making related
activity that you would like to
hold.
Those interested in joining the
campaign or wanting more information may send a SASE to: NQA,
P.O. Box 393, Ellicott City, Maryland 21041-0393.

Paula Morton
bride-elect of
Charley Cooper
has made her
gift selections
from
Pier is
Bridal Registry

market,
eight
; tell
ate for
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Megan De-Mae Jones, daughter of Terry and Tresa Jones of Rt. 1,
Dexter, celebrated her second birthday with a party at Pagliai's Pizza. She was born Oct. 23, 1989. Guests at her party included her sister, Tiffany Gayle, her cousins, Ricky, Angie, Kyle and Casey McKinney, and her grandparents, William Dee and Frottle Mae Eldridge.

Quilting Day being promoted
The National Quilting Association, a non-profit organization
dedicated to promoting the art of
quiltmaking, has begun a national
petition campaign to have Congress
declare a National Quilting Day to
be held yearly on the third Saturday in March.
Special events are already being
planned for the first National Quilting Day on March 21, 1992.
Ruth Ann Thompson, NQA publicity chairman, said "the NQA
believes that since quiltmaking is
such an integral part of our American heritage, it should be recognized on a specially designated
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AMVETS adopt resolution to change membership requirements
our Reserves and National Guard
will be relied upon more heavily
than they have been in the past.
The Gulf War was an example of
how much could be placed on these

citizen soldiers, sailors, and airmen. Their ability to rapidly mobilize and deploy in defense of our
nation, as they did in the Gulf, will
be relied upon in any future conerr,V.fefei,

The changing roll of our military
forces is puuing more emphasis on
the part of our Reserve forces and
.he National Guard. As our standng Armed Forces are reduced, so

Recognizing this, The American
Veterans of World War II, Korea,
and Vietnam — AMVETS — at
their 47th National Convention this
past summer, adopted a resolution

:‘•

,

to change their requirements for
memberships. The wording adopted
is "All United States Reservists and
Nations/ Guardsmen who are now
serving, or who have been honorably edischarged since September
15, 1940 are eligible kr regular
in
membership
AMVETS...AMVETS is the only
veterans organization, at present, to
have taken this step.
AMVETS Post 45 near Paris

Landing welcomes the men and
women of the Reserves and National Guard and invites them to join
the Post as regular members.
Please bring proof of service when
applying for membership. Post 45
will be holding "Open House" on
Veterans Day, Monday, November
11th and invites all Veterans,
Reservists, and National Guardsmen to the Post Home on Highway
79 to partake of light refreshments
and comradeship.

Band competition

,

7

.‘•

flicts. This, along with the changing global political situation, will
allow our nation to maintain a
reduced, highly specialized, standing Armed Force with a cadre of
citizens trained and ready to step in
and back them up.
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After receiving four superior ratings in regular season contests,
the Murray High School's Tiger
Band participated last Saturday
in the state marching band Class
A preliminary competition in
Richmond. Pictured are (from
left) Carla Jo Brandon, color
guard captain; drum major April
Haneline and percussion section
leader Heather Kraemer seated
in front of a display of the 21 trophies and plaques brought home
by the Tiger band this year.
Murray placed fifth in preliminaries, barely missing a finalist slot.

Horoscopes
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 7. 1991
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth,call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95 cents
a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE little in order to get a little help today.
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: Be flexible.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22): You
Decisions made now will bring you
to influence others. The
continue
greater
in
result
and
peace
inner
productivity. Higher-ups are dazzled people you attract to a pet cause are
by yourjob performance next month. there for good reason. Work the phone
Expect a raise or promotion in early and mail. Happiness can be gained by
1992. A parent-child relationship un- seeing beyond an apparent contradergoes favorable changes next diction.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): You
spring. Be on the lookout for new
a knack for befriending people.
have
in
s
opportunitie
travel
or
business
early summer.An unexpectedalliance Open the door to influential associwill boost your income in August. ates. old pals and newcomers.Do not
Share the limelight with your loved forget your overseas contacts — everyone counts now.
ones next September.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: jazzman Al Hirt. Family harmony and favorite passinger Joni Mitchell. writer Albert times keep you invigorated. Do not
gamble with your savings. UnderCamus, Rev. Billy Graham.
ARIES (March 21-April 19): handed moves could send you back
Greater authority will soon be yours. --io square one. Big meetings are best
z _
Secrecy preserves a friendship and postponed.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
protects someone special. New associates play a large role in the de- 21): An alliance changes for the better. You can chart future moves with
cisions you make now.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): greater wisdom. Far-offcontacts add
Obtain more information before a new dimension to a business venplunging into a new family or in- ture. Be careful not to offend somevestment-program. It is time to make one whose support you need.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
some far-reaching decisions about a
child or older relative. Consult ex- Mutual gains are the big topic of
discussion today. Put your ideas on
pens.GEMINI(May 2I-June 20): Do the drawing board and seek feedback
not be misled by the honey-coated from smart allies. You could have
words of an experienced confidence your financial future in your capable
trickster. Your brothers. sisters or hands.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
neighbors are standing by, ready to
help you out. Postpone a romantic People who need people really are
the luckiest people in the world. Rerendezvous,
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): Be spond to someone's offer of friendmore realistic where romance is ship. Keep in Ouch with former asconcerned. Someone may be telling sociates.
PISCES(Feb. I 9-March 20):You..
you what you want to hear. Deal with
regrets over past mistakes by making reach your stride in both employnew rules. Uphold your high ideals. ment matters and personal relationLEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Careful ships today. Use all available means
now, you do not want to step on an ofcommunitation and transportation.
important person's toes while pursu- By nightfall, you will be ready for
ing your goals. You have to give a some solitude.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are dynamic, resourceful and persuasive. The
way these children choose to use their special gifts will make them either
horrors or delights! Less bold souls find these youngsters fascinating and will
follow their lead. Anyone attracted to one of these Scorpios would be smart
to play hard-to-get. Above all else,they appreciate a challenge! They are born
risk-takers, uninterested in a sure thing.
(To order a revised and updated copy of ham Dixon's best-selling book "Yesterday. Today and Forever
handling to
14osi Astrolog) Can Help You Find Your Place in God's Plan." send 114 95 plus SI postage and
to
Dimon. tio Andresi.s and McMeel. P.O. Boa 419150. Kansas City. Mo 64141 Make checks payable
Andrews and Mt Meel I
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(Then You Keep the Rebate)
1991 Models

1992 Models

1,500 Rebate

1,000 Rebate
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Leather & Jewelry
Bell Air Shopping Center --- 759-1616
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Buy 2 - Get 1 FREE!
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Ladies 2 piece designer dress &
pant sets starting at 559.95
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2400 East Wood Street • Paris, TN
642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816
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Introductory
computer class
offered Nov. 14

and
itionjoin
be rs
when
st 45
ti" on
imber
Tans,
lardshway
meats

A class introducing computer
applications will be offered at Calloway County High School for
adults. The class will begin on
Thursday, November 14. It will
meet from 5;30 to 8:30 in the Business and Office Department IBM
Computer Lab in Room 406 at Calloway County High School. The
class will meet on November 14,
18, 21, 25 and on December 2. It
will be taught by Brenda Nix.

Flossie Jones Mercer (seated, right) is pictured reviewing the guidelines for the Mercer-Jones Scholarship
Fund which is available to upperclass nursing students at Murray State University. Pictured with her in
this 1988 photograph are her son, Dr. Charles W. Mercer of Knoxville, Tenn. and his wife, Alice.

The cost of the class will be $25
which will include registration and
all expenses. Participates may
enroll at the Calloway County High
School Office on College Farm
Road by paying the class fee.
Registration will be limited to 24
participants.

Mercer-Jones fund established
Friends of Flossie Jones Mercer
have an opportunity to wish "Miss
Flossie" a happy 90th birthday and
also help students attend Murray
State University.
"Miss Flossie" as she is affectionately known, will celebrate her
90th birthday Wednesday, Nov. 6.
Family members are encouraging
friends to consider making a donation to the Mercer-Jones Scholarship Fund at Murray State University as a birthday gift. The MSU
Foundation will match donations to
the fund up to a total of $1,000.
The scholarship was a gift to
Mrs. Mercer on her 87th birthday
from her son and daughter-in-law,
Dr. and Mrs. Charles Mercer of
Knoxville, Term. They established
the fund which benefits nursing
students at Murray State in honor
of his mother and grandparents, the
late Horace and Ella Jones.
Mercer, '56, a 1986 recipient of
the MSU Alumni Association's
Distinguished Alumnus Award and
director of the University of Ten-.
nessee Medical Center, said the
scholarship fund is a tribute to
"Miss Flossie" and also an affirmation of the family's tradition of
support for education in West
Kentucky!
The award, which is administered through the MSU Alumni
Association, is designed to assist a
deserving junior or senior nursing
student. Selection is based on
academic achievement, financial
need, commitment to the nursing
profession, demonstrated ability to
complete MSU's nursing program
and recommendation from nursing
faculty.
Flossie Mercer's interest in nursing dates back to World War II
when she served as a nurse for the
American Red Cross. She was
licensed practical nurse at the
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DRUGS
PRESCRIPTIforON
$500 OFFtransferred
program or
insurance
any
prescription. 'Not valid

*Good on any new or
prguiptions transferred from any other
*If prescription is under $5.00, It's FREE
Reliable Drug Store.
'One coupon per person per visit.
*Valid thru 12/3/91
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PHILIPS LONGER LIFE
4 PACK 40, 6075, 100 WATT

•110-24•135-24•DISC 15

LIGHT BULBS
GET ONE

BUY ONE AT 2.59, GET ONE

FILM

BUY ONE AT 1.59,

75% OFF
MANUFACTURER'S SUGGESTED RETAIL

BOXED

50 CT ASSORTED COLORS OR CLEAR

CHRISTMAS
CARDS

ADD-A-SET

RELIABLE PRICE
PREPRICE
6 00 ..,....................... 1.50
2.25
9.00
2.75
11.00
3.25
13.00
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NEW YEAR'S EXTRAVAGANZA
*Charlie Daniels Band Show 9 p.m.-2 a.m.
*Party Favors
$49 Reg.
$55 VIP
***After Hours" Champagne Buffet

ve:,14u0L,
One Executive Blvd.
Paducah, Ky. 42001
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HOLIDAYS
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MAIL IN REBATE

* Patty Loveless
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•11011111
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Nov. 23 • 8:30 p.m.
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Disc

1-800-432-9346

* Mike Reid & Rob Crosby*
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88 & 80 at Aurora

Read... then recycle

DRUGS

Showtime At
The Riverfront!
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474-2202
Hwy.

Birthday cards can be sent to
Houston-McDevitt Clinic and finMrs.
Mercer at 1000 Main Si MurMurrayished her nursing career at
42071.
ray,
Ky.
Calloway County Hospital. She
that
committee
the
on
served
also
organized the first screenings of
women for cancer.
Her parents had a great interest
in the development of education in
the community. Horace Jones went
door-to-door in the early 1900s to
raise money to pay local teachers
and was known for his hard work
canvassing the area raising interest
and support for a state college in
Calloway County.
He and his wife, Ella Hughes,
l
I
sent their five daughters — Mrs.
Mercer, Novea Sherwood, Thelma
Thomas, Ruth McWaters and Robbie Uddberg — to Murray State,
and the tradition continues with
three of their grandchildren —
Mercer, Frank Thomas and Zanne
PRICES AND COUPONS IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SUNDAY NOVEMBERI 0, 1991
Morris.
Persons interested in contributing to the scholarship fund in honor
of Mrs. Mercer's birthday should
make checks payable to the MSU
Alumni Association and designate
them for the Mercer-Jones Scholarship Fund. Checks can be mailed to
SEE PHARMACIST FOR DETAILS
Alumni Affairs, Sparks Hall, Murray Sate University, Murray, Ky.
Iwcadr:
42071. Additional information may
• e•••• •.k".
4:"
of
Office
the
calling
by
be obtained
•WWZ
‘
Alumni Affairs, (502) 762-3737.

\;

OYY-ou
mployelation! means
irtation.
ady for

Open Thursday,
Friday & Saturday
4 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Sundays 11:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m.
Closed Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday
*Now taking reservations for Christmas Parties

The class will introduce basic
business application using spreadsheet, data base and word processing programs. In addition, basic
computer knowledge and essential
DOS commands will be taught.
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FACE MAKEUP
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LIP 8, NAIL PRODUCTS

.100 Cl musicAL.140 cr. CHASER

LIGHT SETS
Geke

20 OZ

IMURRAY

753-8304

Anniversary Sale
C)1111119ENP
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Food Pilmirlichmt

Prices Good
Nov. 6 thru
Nov. 12

Mon.-Sat.
8-7 p.m.

Grade A

U.S. Choice Boneless

Turkey Breast

1 19

US.Choice
Boneless

Shoulder
Roast
$1 89
W

Lb

Fckrich

Sausage

I

lb

Fryer Breast

79

Lb.

959

Hens

69

Merit 1 Lb

Saltine
Crackers

Lb

2/$ 1 00

8

2/$

I iyde Park
Frozen Baking

Seaboard Farms Split

1/2 or Whole

Hyde Park

Chip
Dip

Lb

I

Sausage

lb
$ 1 89

Kentuckian Ham

Ground Chuck
1 59

Williams 1 Lb.

Chuck Roast
39
1
Smoked

Field's Boneless
Extra Lean Family Pack

753-4682

1407 Main

We Accept Food Stamps
We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

00

Flay-O-Rich

Gold Medal Plain or Self-Rising

Northern

Double Q Pink

2% Milk

Flour

Bathroom Tissue

Salmon

•

5..89°

79

$
Gal

14.7 oz.

4 Roll Pkg.

Starkist Oil or Water Pk.

'
6.8 oz 59
Tuna
Order Your Pit Baked Ham,
s 16 oz FREE Sweet
Pickle
Sweet
Sue
Hyde Park Single Roll
BBQ Shoulder, Baked or
n Broth 14.5
Paper Towels 2/89 Chicke
Smoked Turkey or Turkey
Canada Dry
Hyde Park
Buy 1 Get 1
Dinner For Thanksgiving
Ale
2 Liter 89'
r
Ginge
Sweet
Gherkin16 oz FREE Minute tvlaid 64 oz.
Dole Tropical
$149
e Juice
15.5 oz. 69' Orang
Fruit Salad
Hyde Pork Whole

Domino

Sugar
5W.

'I

$ 79

C
8

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Dr. Pepper,
Mt. Dew, Diet Mt. Dew

2 Liter

Prairie Farm

$ 99

Milk Great Northern,
Whole
Green Giant Pinto.
15
Blackeye Peas
Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Dr. Pepper,
2 pk
Mt. Dew, Diet Mt. Dew

cans$289

Buy 1 Get 1

Owen's Best
Oven Baked

Owen's Best
Pit

Turkey Breast

BBQ Pork
$489

$3

Lb

Owens kynous Honey
Dipped Baby Bock

Lb

Owen's Best

Green Beans
Hyde Park Fresh Pack Kosher or

16 oz.

3/89
Buy 1 Get 1

Icicle Dills 24 oz FREE
Polish
Dixie Crystal
2/$ 100
lo
1
Sugar
red
Powde
Hyde Pork C.S. o W.K.
17 oz 3/89'
Golden Corn

Large Eggs

%IF Lb

Doz

Kraft Deluxe

e Dinner 14 oz
& Chees
Mac.Angel
Flake
Bakers
14 oz. Bag
Coconut
Buy 1 Get 1

O'Boise

Potato Snacks

6.5 oz.

FREE

vilochice
Apples Potatoes
Onions
Baked Ham Baked Ham Bananas
0
59
89
89
b.
79L
.
s
b
L
69'
3$
$3
$3
Owen's Best
Honey

Owens Best
Boneless Pit

Baby

Lb
1
0
‘

Dole
Golden Ripe

3 Lb. Bag
Yellow

Wash, State Extra
Fancy
Red or Yellow Delicious

Seedless
Red

Large Stalk
Florida

Florida
1 Lb.

New Crop
Florida Naval

Celery

Carrots

Oranges

5 Lb. Bag
Red

Lb

Lb

Ribs BBC) Beef Swiss Cheese
$489 $159 /59
Lb.

k

Hyde Park Grade 'A

Hyde Pork Cut or F S

g/eirt
89

49

Colby

Cheese , Grapes

$259 99!. 59' 3/i 4/i
Lb

-
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On a night made to stay
inside and watch television, _many football fans
flocked to Ty Holland
Stadium last Friday
night for the annual
battle between Murray
High and Calloway
County. The Lakers won
the game 19-14, but
Murray is still alive as it
prepares for Friday
night's home playoff
game against Crittenden
County.

MON&

We Reserve The
Right To Limit
Quantities

?C
39
39
?t 1

New From Proctor & Gamble

$178
At N

I

ht

Regular 42 oz. Box or With Bleach 46 oz. Box

Ultra Tide

>p

es
111=111111MIL.

Cinch Cleaner

Fabric Softener

BnttI

$208

Coke, Diet Coke,
Sprite, Mello Yello
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Racers host
No. 2 EKU

Good intentions
Tigers move into finals

Jim LITHE
Associated Press

By DAVID RAIAEY

By STEVE PARKER
' Murray Ladies & fleas Stet Weller

Madisonville had good intentions
Tuesday night but Murray High
was not willing to cooperate.
The Maroons went into the game
with two plans of action. First, they
wanted to get physical and take the
Tigers out of their finesse game.
Second, they looked to neutralize
the Tigers' all-important scoring
ability off of set plays.
Madisonville failed in both areas
and Murray took 14-1 victory from
the host team to advance into
Thursday night's First Region
finals against Marshall County.
Murray scored the first two goals
of the game off of a throw-in (the
first throw of the game) and corner
kick to take an all-important 2-0
lead against the 11-11 Maroons.
"Coming out for the first game
of the regionals got us fired up."
said junior Russell Adkins, who
scored the first goal with an assist
from Aaron Whitaker on a long
throw. "The seniors talked to us
before the game and told us that
they didn't want this to be the last
game."
Adkins' goal came just two and
a half minutes into the game to put
the Tigers up 1-0.
"I was back at the far post,"
Adkins explained, "and usually I
just sit back and wait for garbage.
But the keeper came out and I
stuck it in with my head."

•

Murray got two first half goals
by Whitaker to take a 3-0 lead into
the locker room. Although Madisoville fought back from a two-goal
deficit to down Reidland Monday
night, the Tigers were confident.
"It was easier playing with a
three-goal lead," head coach James
Weatherly said, "but two goals is
pretty comfortable with our
defense."
"They (Madisonville) had two or
three real good scoring opportunities the whole game, they just
didn't go for them." said senior
goalkeeper Michael Lovett, facing
only 12 shots. "Our defense is
playing real well right now. I'm
proud of them."
Madisonville did manage to ring
up a score late in the second half to
avoid the shutout, only because a
Tiger clearing pass was deflected
in front of the goal.
Murray, now 18-2-1, put the ball
in the air to get all three first half
goals. Two of them took advantage
of perfect set-ups by David Gressler and Billy Barksdale, as well as
Whitaker's ability in the air.
"If he (Whitaker) doesn't have to
jump real high and its close to his
head, he's going to put the ball in
90 percent of the time," said
sophomore David Gressler, whose
corner kick set up Whitaker on the
second goal. "He's got so much
power."
Madisonville recognized Whitak(Coat'd on page 38)

Murray Lodger A Tinos Sports Editor

Murray High's Aaron Whitaker goes up to head the ball while Murray's Boyd Hainsworth looks in the background during Murray's 4-1
win over Madisonville.

Life doesn't get any easier for
the Murray State Racers Saturday.
The Racers, who remain winless
in Ohio Valley Conference play
and 2-7 overall, will host the No.
2-ranked Colonels of Eastern Kentucky at 2 p.m. at Stewart Stadium.
Murray is coming off a disappointing 45-7 loss to Tennesee
Tech, the same Tennessee Tech
team that is 2-7 this season.
"For the first time all season, I
really felt like we didn't play hard
on Saturday," Racer coach Mike
Mahoney said at his weekly press
luncheon on Tuesday. "And there
is no execuse for that. Obviously,
we're going to have to play a lot
better this Saturday."
Eastern Kentucky brings a 7-1
mark into Stewart Stadium, with
the only loss coming in the season
opener at Louisville. In addition to
a perfect 4-0 OVC mark, the Colonels own a 10-6 victory over
Georgia Southern, who has won the
last two Division I-AA national
championships.
It is a very typical Eastern Kentucky team. They have a couple of
great running backs, a bevy of
standout offensive lineman, and a
gritty defense.
"It's amazing. I could accuse
them of having the same players
the last seven or eight years,"
Mahoney said.
The names Roy Kidd calls out
(Coed on page 38)

Jones leads Blues past Gold in hoop scrimmage
By DAVID RAMEY
Murray Lodger & Timis Sports Editor

Blue 95, Gold 88
KM PM

° 46b

Hal 1-2 I-1 4 Wawa 34)-s 9. Eft--). 6-11 2-71
Tuesday's Blue-Gold scrimmage Allan
4-10 2-3 12. Ube 5-11 64 16 *bow 24 44 &
,
was like a good cake batter for Jaw 13-22 3-7 29 To 31146 20-35
OOLD
Scott Edgar's Murray State Rica ' Guam 14 0-0 9.134W 0-3 2-2 2 141 10.6104 20,
-714914.011
1'3 111, Camay 6.24 24 20, 111163.1
---k—
was thoroughly mixed.
2-2 11, Moab 23 0-0 4Nosh 2-6 24 6 TOW. 32-64
'15
SS
The Blues, paced by allHaar*-SPa. 47 Ocke 40 1-4ant 9oda-8ka 3-4
2.4 Jawso I Gca 507 tGunar 3-5
--American Popeye Jones, won—tGas
Powsor 0-2. Cam. 2-7 41.0 0-1) Foal.
95-88 victory over the Gold squad, ou4-4.0a• Rstountie-86.4 46
111). 00111 36
AganaII616106-8500 22 (Cannon 9) 0.310 13
only after nearly squandering a (Caron
111 7.1altoub-aus 13 Goi0 22 6-14.4s7
17-point first half lead.
Jones tossed in 29 points and together," he admitted. "Everypulled in 16 rebounds to lead both one's asking who my starting five
squad, while he got plenty of help is going to be. Right now, I don't
from Blue teammates lama' Evans have a starting five and I'm not
and Scott Sivills. Evans tossed in going to for awhile. Right now, it's
18, on 8-of-11 shooting, while important for me to look at lot of
Sivills socred 16 points and puleld different combinations."
down nine boards.
Still, Edgar has already had a
Maurice Cannon and Darren Hill couple of players catch his eye and
paced the Gold with 20 points do better than expected. Two who
each, while Rafael Peterson pitched didn't hurt their chances Tuesday
in 19.
were Sivills and Bo Walden, the
"It's early and I saw some things 5-10 junior transfer from Anchorthat we did well, and other things age, Alaska.
that we didn't," the new Racer
"They are both doing a lot of
coach said. "It was important for things to help their teams win,"
me to see who was a practice play- Edgar said.
-er and who was a gamer."
While Sivills was logging 36
More answers on that comes minutes for the Blue squad, WalSaturday when the Racers fact Fort den had nine assists for the Blues.
Campbell in exhibition play, and
"When you split them up evenly
Edgar gets a chance to start fine- like we did, it's very difficult,"
tuning his receipe.
Edgar said. "1 really wanted to see
"I'm anxious to put them all (tont'd on
page 38)

Dr. Stuart Naulty
Dr. Mary Bolton
Podiatrists specializing
in the medical and surgical
treatment of foot problems.
Bel Air Center
Hours by Appt

South 12th St

Murray, KY

Mon. th7u Fri.

753-0666

THE AGENT WHO INSURES YOUR
CAR AND HOME CAN ALSO PROTECT
YOUR FAMILY'S
FUTURE.

For life Insurance that can provide hrlarl(
SeCUnly for those you iove call

a

Jane Rogers
305 N.

12th St.
(Next to Century 21)

753-9627

I4D-- State Farm Sells Life Insurance.
Stale Farm Utti Insurance Company

Sports Writer

Staff photo by Candy Mather.

Frank Allen of the Blues drives on Cedric Gumm of the Gold team during intrasquad action Tuesday at
Racer Arena.

L.A. Clips win first at the Forum
INGLEWOOD, Calif. (AP) —
Loy Vaught scored six of his,
career-high 20 points in overtime
to lead the Los Angeles Clippers to
a 114-109 victory Tuesday night
over the injury-riddled Lakers, the
Clippers' first at the Forum in 10
years.
The Lakers, playing their third
consecutive overtime game to tie
an NBA record, were without Magic Johnson, Vlade Divac and Tony
Smith.
The victory was the first at the
Forum for the Clippers since moving to Los Angeles. Their last road
victory over the 'Ulcers came on
Nov. 27, 1981, when the Clippers
were based in San Diego.
Vaught sealed the victory for the
Clippers when he rebounded a miss
by the Lakers' Sam Perkins with

In the NBA...
Tuesday's Games
New York 113, Milwaukee 85
Philadelphia 107, Washington 106
Atlanta 98, Utah 94
Detroit 117, Charlotte 93
Boston 93, Miami 89
Golden State 118, Chicago 110
Cleveland 112, Dallas 101
Houston 106, Portland 99
Indiana 111, Phoenix 105
Seattle 98, Sacramento 87
Denver 97, San Antonio 96
LA Clippers 114, LA Lakers 109.
OT
four seconds left and heaved the
ball up the floor to teammate Doc
Rivers, who made an uncontested
layin for the final margin.
Danny Manning scored 22 points
for the Clippers, including a basket

ServicemAsTER
Carpet & Furniture
Specialists
COMMERICAURESEDENTIAL •
ServiceMASTER of the Lakes
750-1707

that tied the score at 102-102 in
regulation and forced the overtime.
Sedale Threatt, filling in for
Johnson at point guard, led the
Lakers with 25 points and James
Worthy added 22.
The Lakers lost a doubleovertime game 126-121 in their
season opener at Houston on Friday, then beat Dallas 114-113 in
overtime on Saturday.
Eight teams in NBA history have
played three overtime games in a
row.
The Clippers had lost 27 straight
games at the Forum. Their 138-129
victory over the Lakers at the Forum came three years before the
Clippers moved to Los Angeles.
Johnson has missed the Lakers'
first three games with the flu and
dehydration.

This no-celebration business
has gone on too long. Somebody better do something soon
or this No Fun League (NFL)
tag is going to stick. Try to
remember the last time a season
was more than half over and
you could count on one hand
the number of memorable touchdown dances.
You remember the kind, the
ones that had names. The shimmying, shuffling, shaking, baking, quivering, quaking, dicetossing, head-turning,
slide-stepping, moonwalking,
jiggly-wiggly, unsportsmanlike
kind.
The kind the NFL's competition committee vowed to get rid
of before the start of season.
The "prolonged, excessive or
premeditated" kind. The kind
that caused humiliation, invited
retaliation and that the committee determined, after much
deliberation, were just plain
dangerous.
But let's put this in perspective. In 1980, an Italian named
Luciano Giovanneui won the
gold medal for trapshooting at
the Olympics. He promptly
tossed his cap in the air and
shot a hole through it. Now
that is a dangerous way to
celebrate.
But those twin revolvers the
players were always firing off
at the end of the dance numbers? Gentlemen of the comp
committee, those were pretend
six-shooters. HonesL And by
now you've got fans so caught
up with this crackdown on fun,
this Campaign for Sportsmanlike
Behavior, that preuy soon they
won't know what to believe.
Some two weeks ago, Mark
Carrier of the Chicago Bears
recovered a fumble against the
New Orleans Saints, left the
field sad then handed the
footban to a 32-year-old fan sitting in a wheelchair along the
sideline. For that unrehearsed
moment of kindness, almost
everybody looking on expected
him to get slapped with a fine.
"There was never any intention of fining him," league
spokesman Greg Aiello said. "I
don't know where that idea (of
a fine) came from. We thought
what Carrier did was
wonderful."
Of course, timing IS everything. Just six weeks earlier, in
the season opener, Denver quarterback John Elway did pretty
much the same thing —
although he actually flipped the
ball up to a fan sitting in a
wheelchair in the first row of
the bleachers behind the end
zone — and it cost him a S500
fine and his team a 5-yard
penalty.
The ensuing flap caused commissioner Paul Tagliabue to
reassess league policy. "It
became apparent," Tagliabue
said in mid-September, "that a
kinder, gentler approach was
needed."
But what he did was simply
knock off the yardage penalty
and shift the decision on
whether a fine was in order
from the officials on the field
to the members of the competition committee and the front
offices of the clubs where the
balls are being handed out.
That means that Carrier's gesture was sportsmanlike (read no
fine) because he handed the ball
to a fan along the sideline. But
that what Wilber Marshall of
the Redskins did was unsportsmanlike, because after he scored
with an interception, he handed
the ball to a little girl sitting
in the front row.
"Marshall," Aiello confirmed,
"was fined, the difference being
she was in the stands.

WEST KENTUCKY
PROPERTIES
Steve Durbin, Broker/Owne
Needed Sales Associates And
Your House To Sell
-Past President - Murray Calloway County Jaycees
Post
-Past Quarter Master - VFW Post -Current Cornmander - VFW

1415 8. Min St., Murray

759-1161
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NEW YORK (AP) — Chuck Knoblauch, a second baseman who made the
jump from Class AA to the majors and helped spark the Minnesota Twins to
a World Series victory, was selected the American League rookie of the
year.
Knoblauch, who hit .281 with 50 RBIs and 25 stolen bases, received 26 of
28 first-place votes and 136 points in balloting by the Baseball Writers Association of Arnenca.
Toronto pitcher Juan Guzman was second with one first-place vote and
68 points and Detroit outfielder Mitt Cuylor was third with a first-place vote
and 22 points.
NEW YORK (AP) — Reliever Steve Howe agreed to a 1 -year. $600,000
contract with the New York Yankees and six players Mod for Inn agency to
increase the total to se.
Howe, who signed with the Yankees last season after five suspensions
caused by drug and alcohol problems, could make u much as $2.3 million if
he meets the bonus provisions in the contract. The 33-year-old left-hander
was 3-1 with three saves and a 1.68 ERA in 37 games last season.
The players filing were Boston second baseman Steve Lyons, Detroit outfielder Lloyd Moseby, Minnesota outfielder Dan Gladden, Cincinnati outfielders Carmelo Martinez and Herm Winningham and Pittsburgh shortstop
Curtis Wilkerson.
Eighteen more players are eligible to file by Monday's deadline. On Tuesday, learns can begin making offers.
ANAHEIM, Calif. (AP) — Seven-time batting champion Rod Carew, who
completed his Hall of Fame career with the California Angels in 1985, has
been hired as the team's hitting instructor.
Carew, 45, hit a club-record .314 in seven seasons for the Angels after
playing 12 seasons for the Minnesota Twins. He had a career average of
.328 and was inducted into the Hall of Fame this summer.

FOOTBALL

Good intentions...

Racers host.

••

one for Eastern on the Western 35.
(Cont'd from page 2B)
The Western announcers started
Tim
are
this season in the backfield
talking about what Eastern was
Lester and Markus Thomas.
do, and I thought 'He's
Thomas, who plays tailback, is going to
pass.' Sure enough,
to
going
the league's leading rusher, 10
hit the tight end
(Fields)
Lorenzo
yards better than Joe Campbell of
"
touchdown.
a
for
who
Middle Tennesse. Lester,
One positive note coming out of
is
tailback,
and
fullback
plays both
Murray's loss on Saturday was the
the third-leading rusher in the OVC
situation. For the first time
injury
had
he
as
and is the scoring leader,
opening loss to Southern
the
since
found the end zone 11 times this
*Illinois, there were no serious Racseason.
er injuries.
Up front, EKU has tackle -Carl
One challenge _it_ _19 j.k,e.ep the
Satterly and guard Mike Roth, both Racer attitude up after a second
whom are two of the best in Divi- straight loss. Having the Colonels
sion I-AA.
come to town may help.
"Eastern is a very good football
"Everyone was down because of
team," Mahoney admitted. "I think the loss, but we can't think about
they ought to pass a rule that says that," sophomore flanker Butch
Lester can only play one position. Mosby said. "We have to get ready
It's not fair to have him play both." for Eastern, and everyone is going
Mahoney brought a computer to be ready for EKU."
printout which showed the tendanMahoney is hoping that a return
cies of the Eastern offense. Murray to Stewart Stadium, and facing the
knows what Eastern is going to do, Colonels, who usually bring out the
it's just all a matter of stopping it. best in MSU, will put the Racers
"I remember going to the state back on track.
high school playoffs in 1987, and
"There's no doubt we play better
Eastern was playing Western in a in Stewart Stadium than we do on
playoff game," Mahoney said. "I the road, and we'll need to play
was driving back and listening to very good against Eastern," Mahothe game, and it was fourth-and- ney said.
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ward," Whitaker explained. "They
(Maroons) had one guy on each
side of me so I could go wherever I
wanted. I have faith in David to put
it where I need to have it."
Barksdale set up Whitaker on the
Tigers' third goal of the half, sending a long free kick from near midfield in front of the Maroon goal.
Whitaker got a head on it and sent

that was it."
The championship game will be
played at 7 p.m. Thursday at
Browning Springs Elementary
School in Madisonville. Marshall
got three second half goals to
defeat Fort Campbell 3-1 in the
other semifinal to set up the fourth
Murray-Marshall game of the
season.

753-2571 or 753-4110

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.

Good service,
good coverage,
good price-

11,411./i1

That's
State Farm
insurance."

SUite Farm Insurance Compantai
Home offices Eiloommvon Minot'

Thirsiloy,
'a Genes
Orlando it Pim York. 6.30 pm
Slant • Ping Java,. 830 pm
Canesiond • Hou•on. 730 p it
lemmas•Denver. $ •A3
Senn • Utak $30 pm
Friday', Games
Alma at SOMon. 130441,
Gordon Sian it Ph
830 pm
elisanies it Chelan. p.m.
Dales or Chicago. 730
Cirvorand • WI AMMO, 730 p m
LA Loam • Pliossis $30 pm
Inciana at Portend 9 pm
Dome • LA Cippos, 930 pm

PRO BASKETBALL
Welnein@ Gams*
,Boston. 6 30 p
:
Crusts
PtslooMMOAL 830 P m
Washriglon al Orlando, 630 pm
Alinta M Chi:tons. 610 pm
Dees•linemen, 7 pm
Golden Stasi it Jelinski*, 730 pm
Portland a San Anionic. 730 pm
Pticerdiit LA Uppers. 930 pm
Indians at Sacramento 9 10 p m

1

Vara,

Larry Krouse Insurance
105 N. 12th (Next

759-9888

to McDonald's)

753-4563

Installation
and Service

YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICES
"Check Us Out."

D&W Auto-Glass Shop
512 S. 12th St., Murray

;s
.0
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BAR-B-0
8
BURGERS

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
NIGHT BUFFET

Bar-B-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish
Fillets, Fried Chicken, Food Bar - Salad
Bar, Dessert Bar - Includes Drink
This Week's Special
Large Bar-B-0 & Fries
)
re

BASEBALL CARDS • SUPPLIES
"Buy, Sell and Trade"
Open:

Mon, Tues, Thurs, 2:30-7 p.m.
Fri, 2:30-6 p.m. Sat, 10-5 p.m.
Closed Wed & Sun
616 S. zr St., Murray

(Ine

sS,
Stria

(next to Fain Insurance)
(I)lig0/(t

753-2744

RACER FOOTBALL

2.49
Placa Ain't Fancy But Sho Is Good Food

Chestnut St.

4..

Murray

753-0045

OPENING SOON

rsweet
SlolPe° - FEEDS
• Recognized Supersweet Feeds and Programs selected
specifically for your operation.
• Complete selection of proven Supersweet Animal
Health Products.
• Bagged or bulk feed availability.
• Complete, concise feed directions provided in Supersweet Service Reports and customer literature.
• Low cost feeder financing.
• Agri-Gifts...the only on-going merchandise award
program in the feed industry.

A new opportunity for you...

The original Disc
Furnace was the
first ofthe family of
Safe-TPelonis
Furnaces to be certified and sold In
North America.

-Up to 5200 BTU's
-Safe
-Heats Large
Room
-Adjustable
Thermostatic
Control
-Powerful
-Light, Portable,
Clean, Odorless
-5 Year Limited
Warranty
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)npetiront
e the
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While Edgar hasn't put in the
press yet, it's obviously the Racers
will feature an up-tempo game this
season and feature a lot of players
on the floor.
"We may not play as quick as I
would like this season," Edgar
admitted. "But I'm still going to
utilize our bench this season. My
philosophy is that when you come
off the bench, you either build up
or maintain what we have. If wC
have a four-point lead when we got
to the ibench, we want to have at
least a four-point lead when we
bring in another fresh group."
The defense of choice on Tuesday was the match-up zone.
"I was kind of impressed with
the way we ran our match-up
zone," Edgar said. "And we've
only had that in a few days. And at
times, we did a nice job of attacking the zone. We filled some gaps,
we kicked the ball out, we used the
skirpass."
The Racers host Fort Campbell
Saturday, before facing a Czechslovakian club on Nov. 16. The season opens for real on Nov. 26,
when Murray faces Illinois Tech.

BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP) — Auburn coach Pat Dye's attorney, Sam
Franklin, accused former defensive back Eric Ramsey and his lawyer of
creating a "media mirage" by releasing portions of secretly recorded tapes,
and called on them to release all the tapes to the NCAA.
Franklin said Ramsey's attorney, Donald Watkins, is undermining the
effectiveness of the NCAA investigation by releasing some of the tapes
rather than all of them.
Watkins has released two batches of tapes, which allegedly indicate that
Ramsey received illegal payments from an Auburn booster and assistant
coaches, to the Birmingham News and said he'll release a final batch of
tapes that contain conversations between Dye and Ramsey within two (Coni'd from page 2B)
'the-Ur tirthe Tir poit.
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NEW YORK (AP) — The winners of the Maxwell
game on a long arching shot that
goals, but failed to defend him.
top player, the Outland Trophy for the best interior lineman and five other
"At first they were marking me, didn't affect the outcome, but
awards will be announced Dec. 7 during a 1-hour show on ABC following
the network's telecast of the Army-Navy game.
they didn't do what they should could be used on a highlight video.
but
The other awards are the Davey O'Brien and Johnny Unitas (both for
"We never let them get the
Whitaker said of his first of
have,"
quarterbacks), the Jim Thorpe (defensive backs), Doak Walker (running
it
expecting
were
in second half like they
"They
momentum
goals.
two
attend
will
back and Chevrolet coach of the year. Finalists for each award
Reidland," junior stopdid
against
Ohio.
Island,
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Kings
in
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they
Jones
"Usually
Daniels explained.
Marvin
Thomas
per
linebacker
HO STON (AP) — Florida State
linebehind me so I can't go back, and "Once we got that last goal in the
first sophomore finalist for the Lombardi Award for the top collegiate
someone if front so I can't go for- second half they got frustrated -and
man or linebacker in the 22-year history of the award.
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Jones leads...
(Cont'd from page 2B)
some competition, some execution
and some conditioning tonight. I
saw some good things, and I saw
some other things I expected to see
at this time of year."
Like 46 turnovers fro= the two
teams combined. Like
29-of-50-from the free throw line.
"That's way too many," Eder
said of the turnover ratio. "We ve
got to cut them down. A good running basketball team should be in
the mid-teens. The disappointing
thing about that tonight is that a lot
of those were unforced. That's an
area that has to get better."
"I think everybody did a good
job offensively tonight." Jones
said. "But the defense has got to
get better. We didn't push each
other the way we should have."
It was a game, but it was not a
game which may have taken a way
a little of the intensity.
"It's tough," Cannon said. "It's
is a game, but it's not. You're
playing against each other, and you
have to stay competitive because of
you don't want to give your spot
up."
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FAMILY DAY
Racers vs. Eastern Kentucky
Saturday, Nov. 9
Stewart Stadium, 2:00 p.m.
•
1•••—

Hey Mom and Dad!
Purchase your tickets
to the game at regular price
and your children get in FREE!

Call 762-4895
For Ticket Information

• Supersweet is a part of International Multifoods
Corportation, one of the world's largest customers
for farm products with activities around the globe.
• Supersweet has over 30 years of intensive, successful
research experience with ultra-modern facilities
that include two ofthe few Amino Acid Analyzers in
the feed industry.
•Supersweet Feeds are computer formulated to result in
optimum performance at the most favorable costs.
• In recent years,Supersweet research has led to some of
the most significant feeding advances,including the
DynAmino Swine Formula, Forecaster Beef Formula, GoalMaker Dairy Formula, EnerPro Poultry
Formula and more.
• Supersweet offers you the assurance of product
consistency because of one of the most intensive ongoing quality control programs in the industry.
• Supersweet research continually tests and evaluates
new livestock and poultry management methods.
• All new Supersweet Feeds and Programs are thoroughly tested and proved before they are offered for
sale.

Let's talk about the new Supersweet
opportunity in detail.
Stop in.

HARDIN GRAIN
HARDIN, KY
CALL 502/437-4102
Talk to Jack

•

It's The Total On The Tape That Mounts!!!
Reelfoot

o AGE
SAUSA

Lb.
Family Pack Sirloin

114p Steak

$2.79
12 Oz. Pkg. $1.19
3 Lb. Pkg. ea. $4.59
Lb.

Reelfoot Red Label

Bologna
Reelfoot
Slab Bacon

5 Lb. Bag

Catfish Steak
Clifty Farm Whde

Country Ham

IGA Young

TURKEYS
Self-Basting With Pop-Op Timer
10-14 Lbs.

* Great Northern * Pinto
* Chili Rot * Red Kidney
Ma Oz. Can

Lb.
Limit 1 With
Other Purchase

Family Pack (Any Size Pkg.)

Fryer Breast
Mrs. Grissom a

Cheese

Chicken Salads

Lb. $1.49

Of

12 Oz. Ct.

$1.69

Sstettet Sue "

CHICKEN BROTH
14 Oz.
I'
t

Prairie

Farms

Orange Juice
100% Pure 1/2 Cal.

ICA

8139
5

Potato Chips
, 7 Oz. Bag

79'

Introducing The French Garden Stoneware Collection!
Start Your Place Setting Now At These Low Prices!!

re
Stonewa
4-Pc. Place Setting

EFFECTIVE DATES:
Nov. S-Nov. IA

HomEirmirN PR

4-Pc. Place Setting
Consists of: Dinner
Plate, Cup, Saucer,
Soup/Cereal Bowl

We reserve the nght to
limit quantities and correct
printing errors.

Government says school discriminated
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — The
U.S. Deparunent of Education concluded that the McCracken County
school district discriminated
against three handicapped students,
but no action will be taken.
The youngsters were placed in a
janitor's closet as punishment,
touching off a civil lawsuit against
two educators.
The departrnent's Office of Civil
Rights said the district has since
changed the way emotionally and

behaviorally disturbed students are
disciplined at Lone Oak Middle
School, where the incidents took
place.
"I think it's ridiculous that
they're not going to take action,"
said Bonnie Young, the mother of
one of the students. She filed the
complaint asking for the investigation and provided a copy of the
Oct. 31 letter giving the results.
The system has since moved its

Cousin gives candidate's
name to police department

9

MADISON, Ind. (AP) — When
the cousin of an incumbent city
council candidate in Carrollton,
Ky., was arrev.ed for drunken driving, he gave the candidate's name
as his own, police said.
City Councilman Clarence K.
Craig, who lost his bid for rerelection Tuesday, was identified
as a man arrested for driving while
intoxicated at about 3 a.m. Sunday
on Indiana 62 near the north
entrance of Clifty Falls State Park.
Craig, however, was not the man
arrested by Jefferson County Patrolman Larry Jones. He said he
wasn't even in Jefferson County
last weekend.
The man arrested was Craig's
cousin, Jonathan Licklider, who
apparently gave police false information at the time of his arrest.
Licklider, 28, also of Carrollton,
did not have any identification at
the time of his arrest. When officers asked his name, Licklider apparently told them he was Clarence
K. Craig, 32, of Carrollton.
According to Jones, a passenger
in Licklider's car also referred to
him as "Clarence" while talking
with authorities at the Jefferson
County Jail.
Craig drove to Madison and
identified Licklider in a video tape
made during his cousin's arrest
Sunday.
Craig was busy Monday night
and Tuesday trying to stave off
negative public opinion_ _spout We
--- - —
incident.

"I started trying to get the word
out last night," Craig said Tuesday
before the election results were in.
"There's really nothing you can
do, I don't think. You either win or
you lose."
Unofficial returns from the Carroll County Clerk's office showed
Craig with 260 votes with 100 percent of precincts and absentees
counted. That figure was the lowest
number among nine candidates running for six seats.

program for such students to Lone
Oak High School and placed them
under a teacher certified to deal
with them.
Young filed a lawsuit last month
charging that principal Clifford
Owen and special-education teacher Ruth Powell violated her son's
civil rights.
Superintendent Larry Harper said
earlier that Owen was punished for
the incidents.
Young's son, Ty Howard, was
13 when he was placed in the
closet for at least four days last
October for allegedly threatening

another student with a screwdriver.
Young, who is now teaching Ty at
home, denies that incident
happened.
The parents of another child,
identified as "Student A" in the
letter, filed a complaint charging
that their son was placed in the
closet for 34 days in 1988. The
Office of Civil Rights, however,
the student was in the
closet
ettt frorna7A
The investigation also found a
third student, called "Student C,"
was placed in the closet for four
days in 1988.

cah s
MOST INTERESTING STORE"
come see — you'll agree

PECAN HALVES

"Where the price and service,
makes the pill easier to swallow "

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
753-4175
Glendale at WhItnell
Hours: Mon -Fri. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

How flexible
Is your
Investment
account?
• Withdrawals at any time with no penalty
• Your opening rate guaranteed to 4/1/92
• Additional deposits earn your opening rate

Compare
Interest Rates!
You're looking for an organization, with
a rock-solid financial record, that offers
competitive interest rates on annuities.
Look to Woodmen of the World. Were
a 10I-year-old fraternal benefit society
that offers single premium and flexible
premium deferred annuities. But best of
all, you can earn an initial guaranteed
interest rate of

;
$15,000 minimum deposit; deposits insured to S100,000

fresh shipment just received

7.25%*

for amounts over $5,000.

'ME real•gairminall fry to fast mob nod then
can v..7 monthly ar can las locirad i3 foram yaw

Savings Bank
1201 Main Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
(502)7594630

Woodmen of the World
Life Insurance Society

,orrrpan, Member I MC
.4ffillined :rah the stattu.Ide Repighh group hank,and •Ingmt
Bagdad•Flenton•Ek,wItng ,r4-en•FIliabethto.n•Frankturt•I exington
t'adocah.9wibyviie
*Owensboro.
y
rra
Lows,'tile* Mayheld•Mu

* Alone Office: Omaha, Nebraska

Our new Director of Nursing wants to tell you
about the changes at Henry County Medical Center.
• New RN Salary
• New Benefit Package
• New Management
ion!
es!!
fig
ner
'er,
wi

e right to
ind corred
fors.

Call Pat Willis-Hauck, RN, MSN at 901-642-1220,
Ext. 626

C HENRY COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER

•
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SAVE•A•LOT
FOOD STORES

Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9 o.m.-7 p.m., Frl. 9 a.m.-8 p.m., Sun. Noon-6 p.m.
12th St. at Storey Ave.
Wit Accept Food Stamps & W1C Vouchers

Fruit Valley

Hilltop Mills

Cranberry Sauc

Flour
69

5 Lb.

16

oz.

Americans buying first homes
finding many amenities missing
O'Neil and Carroll are typical
first-time buyers. Both are in their
late 20s and both work -- he for a
non-profit education association,
she as t, recreation supervisor.
At first, they looked for a new
home in a Virginia suburb just
across the Potomac River from
Washington, but quickly found
prices were "out of sight," O'Neil
said.
.
They eventually'settled for a
40-year-old, single-family home
with three bedrooms and one bath
in Falls Church, Va., a suburb out a
little farther from the city.
O'Neil and Carroll were able to
buy their first home only because
of outside help: her father gave
them low rent in a house he owned,
and that allowed them to save their
Call our new service for a daily
down payment.
pollen & mold count:
Even so, the real estate agent
demanded more money down at the
last minute, and they had to borrow
from Carroll's father to close the
deal.
Barbara Williams, a Census
Bureau statistician, compiled a profile of first-time buyers and their
homes from an agency survey of
Richard H. Stout, M.D., P.S.C.
1.7 million such purchases in late
Pediatric & Adult Patients
1988 and most of 1989. It was the
first time the bureau published a
Our specialized practice is dedicated to the diagnosis &
detailed look at first-time buyers.
treatment of asthma, hayfever, sinus, cough, insect allergy,
It showed people buying a first
skin allergy & food allergy.
home were typically couples in
(502)753-7451 M-F
Hwy. 641 N.
Murray
their 20s, many with children.
First-time homeowners spent
Call and Inquire about our new
more
of their income for housing
inventory of allergy supplies.
than did other homeowners: A family buying for the first time spent
26 percent of its income for housing, compared with 23 percent for
other buyers. Typically, they spent
$68,000 for a first home. People
trading up paid an average of
$96,000.
Here's what they got for their
money:
—Fewer than half of the first
homes had central air conditioning,
about one-third had fireplaces and
fewer than two-thirds had dishwashers. Nearly one of every
eight first-timers bought mobile
homes.
, —By comparison, nearly two
thirds of the homes bought by people trading up had central air, more
PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
than half had fireplaces and nearly
three-quarters had dishwashers.
chiropractor
,
certified
as
a
Did you know that becoming
Only one in 12 were mobile homes.
requires a minimum of six years of highly specialized
—First-time buyers' homes were
college training?
more likely to be rundown. Six
Today's Doctor ofChiropractic must complete 4,485 hours
percent had moderate or severe
of classroom instruction and pass a ngid chiropractic
physical problems — things like.
board examination before earning a license. In most
peeling plaster, defective plumbing
states, continuing educational seminars must be comor broken heaters — compared
pleted for annual license renewal.
with 4 percent for other buyers'
PERSONAL BACKGROUND
homes.
Buying a home was tough,
In addition, I have completed courses in Nutrition and
O'Neil
said. But was it worth it?
Physicalmodulities and Adjunctive Care, and hold a
"A married couple with our
bachelor degree in Nutrition from Life Chiropractic
Uti,iversity in Georgia; and hold an Associate of Science salaries — we were just paying
degree from W.C.C.C. in Michigan. Postgraduate studies through the nose with taxes,"
included Pediatric Adjusting and Sports Injury. While in
O'Neil said. "A home was the best
college, I received National Dean's List Award of Merit, investment you could make."

WASHINGTON (AP) — As
today's twentysomethings buy their
first homes, they're finding peeling
plaster and broken washers in their
American dream.
Most lack such amenities as central air conditioning or fireplaces,
and many end up washing their dishes by hand.
The reason is money, the Census
Bureau said Wednesday.
After a decade of runaway housing prices, a family's first home

probably will need fixing up and
probably won't have such frills as a
dishwasher, second bathroom, central air conditioning or a fireplace.
"It was probably one of the
most stressful experiences I've ever
had in my life," said John O'Neil,
who with his wife, Holly Carroll,
recently bought an older home in a
Washington suburb. "The finance
part of it, trying to come up with
the money, the mortgage company.
I felt angry about it."

A Breath Of Fresh Air...

Crisp-Rite

100% Natural

Pumpkin

(1-800-756-4AIR

16 oz.

39

Hospitality

Caskey's

Stuffing Mix

Chicken Broth
14,/2 oz

Sweet Potatoes
45o
16 oz. Can

35or
Libby's

Pineapple

Wylewood Cut

Green Beans

Ground
Beef
6 oz. Can

99

Country
Hams

Grade A

Lb.
Whole or Sliced

Williams

Cabbage
19° lb

ALLERGY & ASTHMA CLINIC
OF WEST KENTUCKY

Hi, I'm
Dr.Dennis L.
Heskett,D.C.

Achievement of Excellance Award, Who's Who Among
College Students Award, and in 1989 was named Senior
Intern at Life University and graduated with honors. To
er my continuing education, I have receivecispecial
training since college in Pediatric Adjusting from Dr.
Larry Webster,Thompson Adjusting Technique from Dr.
J. Clay Thompson, Chiropractic Philosophy from Dr. Sid
Williams,President of Life University. And I have visited
a number of other chiropractic clinics to study their
methods and procedures.
Additionally, I devote three days every month attending a
nation-wide seminar in Atlanta and Chicago to stay
current on the latest chiropractic advances.
This is the kind of training and professionalism I offer
you. If you have hesitated visiting a chiropractor, perhaps
you didn't know that chiropractors go to such great
lengths to continue their education and provide you with
the latest techniques and the most qualified service. So,
you see, what you don't know, can't help you. Call me
today and let me help you.
Did you know that the symptoms most commonly treated
by chiropractors are:
0 Painful Joints
CI Headaches
_1 Back Pain
17 Shoulder Pain
CI Arthritis
_I Neck Pain
U Bursitis
CI Arm/Leg Pain
-1 1 Stiffness
CI Cold Hands/Feet
J Numbness
L3 Hip Pain

2 Liter Products

North Park
Condominiums
1005 Southwood Dr.,
Murray, Ky. 42071
Individual Units
For Sale or Lease

For Appointment
Phone

753-3293!

To introduce you to the healing world of chiropractic, please
accept my special offer:

FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION
THIS MONTH ONLY

FREE

Pepsi Cola
990

Luxurious Living

FREE

This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. I will include
a chiropractic orthopedic test, chiropractic neurological test, a
blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a muscle strengthness test, and a private consultation to discuss the results.

BUM
VICTIM.
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759-1118
Dr. Dennis L. Heskett
Chiropractor

Pepsi Cola
12 Pk. Can Products

Heskett Chiropractic Center
N. 12th St., University Square Suite H
Hours: 8 a.m.-8 p.m. Monday-Friday
Saturday 8 a.m.-Noon
For Accidents or Personal Injury
After Hours or Weekends, Call 753-4304

oar oucm MEANT FOREST ARES.*

!in
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(A Federal Savings Bank in formation)

4

here is a new savings bank coming to Murray,
Kentucky upon receipt of Regulatory Approvals and its list of proposed Directors was released, containing some of the most respected and wellknown names in Calloway County. The list includes:
• Dr. Russ Howard
• Dr. J.D. Outland
• Dr. Tim Miller
• Mike Baker
• Kerry Harvey
• Joe Tom Haltom
• Larry D. Wright

T

Wright, the President of BMC Bankcorp, Inc. and a
Murray native, said,"I'm pleased to introduce to you
United Commonwealth Bank F.S.B., Calloway
County's proposed new financial institution, and
would like to tell you a little about our goals and
philosophy."
"United Commonwealth Bank will be a full service
Wilk with predominantly local management. Our
Board includes some of Calloway County's most
highly-regarded citizens, all of whom have the
community's best interests at heart. You'll be hearing
more about our Board members as we progress toward
the approval of our application of
United Commonwealth Bank."
"United Commonwealth will offer highly competitive rates, first-class personal
attention to customers' needs and, we
believe, a number of services not currently available in Calloway County.
Our philosophy is that a customer's loyalty should not be taken for granted, but must
be earned on a daily basis."

urther, we believe that fair competition is the
hallmark of any free market economy. As
Murray and Calloway County grow and prosper,
United Commonwealth is proud to take its place
among the city's other financial institutions."
"You,the consumer, will ultimately reap the benefits
of an increasingly competitive market for financial
services. Whether you bank with us or with a
competitor, you and other financial service consumers
will benefit from our presence in Callaway County."
"Competition keeps charges low and encourages
quality service. That's the American way, and that's
how we intend to attract customers . .. with fair rates,
high-quality personal attention and a unique array of
quality financial services."
"Some may want to keep a captive market. .. we
welcome the challenges and rewards of fair and open
competition, and acknowledge its benefits to the
Murray community. United Commonwealth will be a
solid and responsible corporate citizen of Murray and
Calloway County, creating new jobs and a pleasant
working environment for our people."
"We understand that this is a great
community in which to live and work.
I know.. . because I was born here,
educated here and grew up here. I'm
excited at the prospect of being part of
such a wonderful community once
again, through United Commonwealth Bank, and at being able to give
something back to my hometown. On
behalf of United Commonwealth, we all
look forward to serving you in the future."

UNITED
COMMONWEALTH BANK
(A Federal Savings Bank in formation)
MEE

.3$1

THANKSGIVING
POWER BUYS
Bloomer
Semi-Sweet
Real
Chocolate
Chips
12 oz

We only buy when we get a special deal, we buy in huge quantities and we pass the savings on to you.

9

Nivea
Moisturizing
Lotion
12 oz., Reg. or
Extra Enriched
Formula
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CLASSIFIEDS
laasi
Notice

INVITATION TO BID
THE CITY OF MURRAY WILL BE ACCEPTING BIDS FOR THE INSTALLATION OF CHAIN LINK FENCING AND
GATES AT THE WATER TREATMENT
PLANT LOCATED AT ELM AND L.P.
MILLER STREETS AND FOR THE
FENCING AND GATES AT THE WATER
STORAGE TANK LOCATED AT 18TH
AND MILLER STREETS.
SPECIFICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE AT
THE CITY CLERKS OFFICE, SOUTH
5TH AND POPLAR STREETS, MURRAY,
KENTUCKY. BIDS ARE TO BE DELIVERED TO THE CITY CLERKS OFFICE
NO LATER THAN 1:00 P.M. WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 1991.
THE CITY OF MURRAY RESERVES THE
RIGHT TO ACCEPT THE LOWEST OR
BEST BID OR TO REJECT ANY OR ALL
BIDS SUBMITTED.

The Housing Authority of Murray will accept bids on November 7, 1991, on used
refrigerators, ranges, and air conditioners.

•

Items may be seen at the maintenance
building at 402 Ash Street, Murray on
Thursday, November 7, 1991 between 8:30
a.m. and 12 noon.
Bids must be sealed and delivered to reach
the Housing Authority office at 716 Nash
Drive, Murray, Kentucky by 2:00 p.m.
November 7, 1991 at which time formal bid
opening will be conducted. The Housing
Authority of Murray reserves the right to
reject any and all bids if deemed to be in the
beet interest of the Housing Authority.

CARPENTER needed Call
437-4261

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
INSURANCE

COMMERCIAL ARTIST
WANTED Marketing expenaice helpful Send resume to
Box 1067, Hopkinsville, KY
42241

trick ago limit
to apply.
Our • most popular

plan pays up to
100% of Medicare
Approved charges
(many policies pay
only 20%). We even
pay on office calls
and other out of hospital expenses. For
free information

Call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

AURORA Pizza Magic. Delicious hand-tossed pizza,
spaghetti. Across from
Hitching Post Dine in o
carry out Open all year lit
5pm. Closed Mon arid
Tues.
474-8119,
1-800-649-3804.

"free local
claim service"
BASEBALL Cards and
Supplies The Dugout, 616
S. 4th. Open: M-T-T,
2:30-7; F 2:30-6; Sat 10-5;
Closed W & Sun.
753-2744.

AS SEEN ON T V
LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILERS
NO EXPERIENCE
NEEDED

ALLIANCE
MEMNON,TN

64•
os,Awl
•••••••

solemner

VCR Service
Ward.Elkins
753-1713
'NEEDED

A Christian
Bible College, existing interdenominational theological seminary, want to open
a school in Calloway
County, new Ky. Lake, with
Christian campground and
retreat facilities. Funds are
limited, seek good pnce or
donation of 20 to 30 acres
Call 813-522-7676.

1-800-334-1203
LETS PARTY with Contempo Fashion Accessohes, youll be proud to represent. Flexible hours,
above average earnings,
benefits and bonuses
Take advantage of the
Contempo opportunity
Now hiring and hosting
Cal Barbara 247-4701.

Storage Buildings

FOR Immediate Sale Fern
ily business available in
DRIVERS Earn to $550 Murray area Part-time pos
wk Small package delrv• able Income to $51,000
ery Relocate, Co car
Sell for $25,000 cash Seri
1-800-8242030
ous inquiries only call Cor
DRIVERS wanted Tractor/ porate 1-800-2775650 or
trailer drivers wanted OTR, 1800-733-5650
3 years or more experience FOR sale 50% of Classic
with a clean DMV If inter- Pizza in Murray to working
ested, please call, partner
$7000
901-644-0040
901-627-2935
HAIRSTYLIST Master cuts
is now hiring to work at
Mastercuts. You don't have to
instruction
have a clieritel, just be a great
hair cutter. We believe that we
TRUCK-Driver Training
have one of the best carmenSchool Immediate job
sation -and benefit packages in
placement Call Tim
the industry. "Guarantr-ed
502-472-6428
wages plus incentive bonuses.
Group health insurance, paid
vacations, monthly retail contest with prizes. Free advance
Want
training, free supplies, opporTo Buy
tunity for advancement with
national chain. To find out 16FT utility trailer Call after
more Call Loretta at 3pm, 436-5494
442-3234
ANTIQUES by the piece or
MAJOR Leasing Co look- collections Call 753-9433
ing for a fuelef/Washer and after 5pm
also a refrigeration meCASH for mobile home
chanic Competative
tires $7-$12 each
wages, excellent benefit
527-2932
package and a good work753-0381
ing environment.
PAYING $100 and up for
for appointment.
black GI Jo's and boxed
sets Bill Speed, 436 5608
MEDIA REP. with accounting background. Send resume TV Antenna tower and/or
to Box 1067, Hopkin•Yille, antenna, rotor 489 2440
KY 42241

8x135600 8x125750 8x16
$900 Variety of sizes &
styles Give us a call &
our competition will tall

L.E. Williams
ONLY Opportunity this year
to obtain Xmas and consolidation loans with no credit
check. 803-293-1641

Contract Bridge
A Heart-Rending Tale

3

idea whether his partner had the diaWest dealer.
monds under control. He therefore
North-South vulnerable
cuebid diamonds to alert South to the
NORTH
possibility of a slam.
•A Q 10
However, South had no values beVA 9
yond those he had already shown, so
* 1 75
he signed off with four hearts. Still not
•AKQJ
satisfied, North made a further cuebid,
EAST
WEST
this time in spades. South could now
*—
•.1 8 764 3 2
no longer ignore his partner's persistW 84 2
'5
strong bidding and he showed
ently
1062
AKQ
•
983
.
second-round diamond control by
•9 7 6 3
•8 4
bidding five diamonds. North needed
SOUTH
no further encouragement and jumped
* K 95
tq six hearts.
K Q 10 7 6 3
All this fine bidding came to
4
nought, however, when South bun•1052
gled the play. West led the nine of
The bidding:
South diamonds and South ducked in
East
North
West
dummy. This proved to be fatal when
3V
3•
1
Pass
East played the deuce on the nine, an
4V
Pass
4•
Pass
obvious request for West to shift to
5
Pass
4•
Pass
another suit.
6
Pass
Looking at seven spades in his own
Opening lead — nine of diamonds.
and three in dummy, West had
hand
suit
opponent's
an
The cuebid of
theoretically shows either a void or no problem finding a spade shift, and
the ace of that suit, but there are times East ruffed to put the slam down one.
when the cuebid is used to show a big Had declarer covered the diamond
hand even when the suit is not under nine with the jack, he would have
control. Here is an example of such a made the slam.
Actually, East should have invoked
case.
Lightner slam-doubling conventhe
a
for
North had too good a hand
simple raise to game after South had tion to ask for an unusual opening
freely bid three hearts. The outlook lead, in which case West's virtually
was certainly slammish — North had automatic spade lead would have
22 high-card points — but he had no sealed South's fate beyond recall.
Tomorrow: A perfect bull's-eye.

489-2663
Antiques • CollectiblesSewing Notions

Finishing
Touch
607 S. 4th St.
astind Aboon's Photography

woo.* rol)
cCoale 111Ac ir
TO"vatefrow*

Haw 114 i7 Will Trawl
Callorq
Send);
Gates 1 RillOP CO.

Owner
Diewaty
0aVrise
002) 436.2111.1

WINN'S)
Waxing
No Job
Too Simi
Or Tee lig

1325

Pomo*
CHILDLESS loving couple
wishes to adopt white newborn We are committed to
being the best parents
Exp. paid CALL COLLECT
516-741-6618.
A10
Card
of Thanks

The 10th of each month is a very important day to your city
newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by
the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and
women. They buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and
sell them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay
them by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets
to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each
month. They depend on you to write their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your
carrier.
So...paying by mail is a simple way to avoid the bother of
monthly collection.

Wirray Ledger& Times

URGENTLY NEED DEPENDABLE PERSON to
work without supervision
for Texas Oil Co. in Murray
area. We Pain. Write T.I.
Dickerson, Pres ,
SWEPCO. Box 961005, Ft.
Worth, TX 76161.
WELDERS. Pass in-house
certification test, stick or
mig, uphill plate test. Starting range, $6 00-8.00/hr.
Good fringe benefits Qualified applicants apply at
Thompson Steel Pipe Co.,
Princeton, KY. 365-5030
WENDY'S is now hiring for
all positions, day and night
shifts. Apply at store from
2-4pm daily.
090

would
We
like to thank
everyone for each
act of kindness
shown during my
recent surgery.

nr‘n
Lost
And Found

LOST
A heavy-barrel BSA
Martini Action .22
Target Rifle. Lost near
Calloway Co. H.S.
Sunday PM.
If found_ please call:
438-2136
REWARD?

ess

13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS NEED a job? A
GED? Hope for the future?
You may qualify if:'You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma; 'You are
between the ages of 16 &
21 We are an E 0 E This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- J.T P.A
Call J T P A. Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
Sam •11 30a.m.

NOW accepting applicaTHE Delta Omega Chapter tions for LPN and CNA's
of Alpha Omicron Pi is Murray area. Flexible
sponsoring Leaf Raking for hours, excellent salary. 1 to
DeriatIons Tues-Sat 1
care
patient
1:00pm-6:00pn. Oct 15-Nov 1-800-333-0453.
7. Call Mandy Flaherty
SECRETAR1"753-9982 for more info.
Receptionist Knowledge of
word processor, skills in
bookkeeping, typing and
payroll reports helpful
Send resume to P.O Box
1040A, Murray.

Dorthy Brandon
Family

Remember the 10th
For City Newspaper Carriers

ESTABLISH VENDING
ROUTE No Competition
Investment 5ecured by Equipment and Merchandise. CstI
FAST PHASMACEUTICAL 1-800-253-7631 24his

FOUND black and tan
puppy. 759-1443.
LOST red billfold at SaveMot Reward 753-3591
LOST Beagle, near Shiloh
community. Male, blue col1w with Hickory address
Phone 753-6714 or collect
to Hickory 856-3396 Reward, $50.

Help
Wanted

for

ATTENTION: Excellent in
home assembly
corns
work. INFO. 504-646-1700
Dept. P2021.

Situation
Wanted
BABYSITTING, daytime
only. Experienced.
759-4490
WANTED Alterations to do
in my home. Experienced
alteration lady new to The
area. 753-1379.
EXPERIENCED professional seeks full-time position Diverse background
includes management,
sales and marketing 4yr
Liberal Arts degree
443-7434

MOVING, Must Sell at loss,
8400 Dining room suite,
includes buffet, china cabinet. table and chairs Call
759-9215 or 753-3635
SUPER Single waterbed,
bookcase headboard, all
accessories included
759-4630 after 5pm

Antiques

SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking dis
tance to college 753 5205

200
290

Sports
Equipment
PING' Look-Alike Men's
pro-line golf clubs, three
iron through pitching
wedge Also one iron, excellent price! For more information call 753-3895

Articles
For Sals
30 GALLON gas Hedges
water heater, $80 Myer
gas furnace, $220
436-5671 or 436-2326
35mm CAMERA w/flash,
light meter and leather
case, $125. Carousel slide
projector and screen,$100
Flood spotlight for car Of
boat, $25 Full-size comforter bedspread and dust
ruffle, 2 sets of drapes to
match. Valences, shams
and small pillows to match,
$75 753-5950

deep, 18" high. Excellent
condition S350. 753-8019
ASHLEY wood stove w
blower Good condition
$125. 753-8838
CONSOLE piano, $1200
Round oak dining table,
$250 Lg. metal desk, $75
Single CD player, $130
Panasonic rack stereo,
$200 759-4960.

SMALL Caterpillar road
grader. Good condition
$2750. Howard Brandon
753-4389

210
300

Firewood
A1A FIREWOOD, Sea
soned oak, delivered or
pick-up. 492-8254
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
DON'T wait until winter to
get wood. We will out and!
or split your wood for you
now. Ask for John.
759-9710.
FIREWOOD. Delivered,
$30. Pick-up, $20
436-5598
FIREWOOD 436-2744
FIREWOOD,green or seasoned 753-5476
GOOD Solid Firewood Call
James Sills, 753-4120.
OAK, no bark $20 pickedup Murray 436-5560
WOOD for sale, 753-9745
220

klusIcai

UPRIGHT freezer, $85 30
gas stove, $100 759-1916

Business
Opportunity

COUCH and Loveseat
Solid oak frame with removable cushions 2 pine
end tables. 1 with maga
zine rack 2 brass/glass

lamps. All very good oondiion. 492-8840.

* EXPERIENCE *
* PREFERRED *
The Prudential is *vine% tes army force' IF YOU ARE
CURRENTLY LICED AND SUCCESSFUL WE MAY BE
LOOKING FOR YOU!! Omsk OW OW qualifications,
EXCEll.FNT TRAINING ALLOWANCE PROGRAM'
4 WM 'EXPRESS COMMISSIONS' ON PRE-PAID LIFE'
3) TWO YEAR TRAINING PROGRAM'
4) PATENTED COMPUTERIZED SEALING SYSTEM'
3) 830,003,000 RETENTION LIMIT!
6) EXCELLENT FRINGE BENEFTTS PACKAGE!
FOR A CONFIDENTIAL INTERVIEW,CALL: RICK
MARTIN, MGR. 1-800-264-0950 OR SEND RESUME
TO P.O. BOX 9500 PADUCAH, KY. 42002-9500.
Be a pan of The Rock. An equal opportunity employer.

ThePrudential

TAKING applications for
Nov 1st Large 2br, base
meat Panty furnished. WU
hookup, stove and re
frperator, quiet neighbor
hood $200/mo .deposit
489-2741 after 5pm
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bed
rooms Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin, Ky or call
502437-4113 EHO

Houses
For Rent
1BR House Newly rernod
filed. Fireplace, large yard
in county $230/mo + de
posit 753-0167 or
554-0148 for appointment
2BR house for rent in Almo
area 753 4959

Business
Rentals

OLYMPIC OFFICE
SUITES:
For much less than you

imagine! Affordable individual office s7paces;
fully furnished, telephone answering, FAX,
copy machine, security.
Secretarial and receptionist services, access
to lounge area and conference room w/TV
VCR Located near
restaurants.
banks,
Plenty of parking, convenient access. Contact
John Downs, 753-4000.

2+BR house 15 minutes
from Murray Available De
8425/mo
comber
435-6098
2BR house completely
furnished, washer and
dryer 753-0919 after 6urri
3BR, 1 bath, large utility
room, central gas H/A
S350imo plus deposit and
references 1108 Elm St
Murray 812-477-0985
3BR Brock Central H/C.
$500/mo + deposit Bob
Perrin Real Estate
759 1881

COMMERCIAL Building for
rent $400/mo. South 12th
St. New electrical, heating
and air. Zoned right
753-3966

370
Livestock
& Sweats
HUDSON Company Sad
dies. Bridles & Horse sup
plies 753-6763 or
753-4545

For Rent
at Sycamore

SOUND MASTER RECORDING 16-Tracks, albums demos, sound
tracks, jingles Benton, KY
527-0453
210

Illecelaneous

TOP Soil, good rich dirt
Ideal for yards and plant
beds 759-1828, 753-2446
Bogard Trucking & Excavating Inc

and 4th St.
400 sq ft. building.
Good location for business or office. High visibility 8200/mo
Call Allison
Photography
753-8809

AKC Doberman puppy Fe
male, red and rust, shots
and wormed, eats cropped
partially house-broken
753-0324
AKC Lab puppies 8 male, 3
female Ready 11/7/91
435-4481

1,2, or 3 BEDROOM furn
shed apartments nea
MSU 753-6111 days o
753-0606 nights
1BR downstairs duplex apt
Stove and refrigerator, private, near hospital
$275/mo. Utilities furnished. 759-1987
1BR furnished apartment
Some utilities paid Close to
University and hospital
753-8756 or 753-4012
1 or 2BR apts near downtown Murray Also 3 to 4br
house 753-4109

AKC Lab puppies Gun or
family dogs Guaranteed
happy and healthy Yellow
$150/125 354 8714
AKC puppies Various
breeds 615-746-5355
AKC Registered Pomera
man 8wks old, cream Re
duced, $100 753 5950
DAISY Grooming Satur
day, by appointment
753-7819
FEMALE beagle 6 yrs old
good hunter 753 2708 at
ter 3 30
PEG S
753-2915

Grooming

CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT
POSITION
We Want Your Resume If You Qualify:
1 5-10 Years Experience Required
2 Knowledge of Commercial Building
Construction
3 Foreman level or above knowledge
4 Minimal travel will be necessary
5 Salary commensurate with ability

ALL REPLIES KEPT CONFIDENTIAL
-Send Resume to: Box 51,
co The Mayfield Messenger

201 North 8th, Mayfield, Ky. 42066

WOOD stove, 436-2667

Appliances

ELEGANT new lbr apt
Completely redecorated
$250/mo $250 deposit
Partial utilities paid
753-7953

340

APPALACIAN fireplace in
sect. 3-speed blower and
draft blower Very attractive, great heater 3 years
old $850 489-2454 after
5pm.

CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
recently bought a fine
stamp collection, U.S
COUCH, loveseat, refriger- blocks and plate blocks
ator, stove, set of bunk Excellent U.S. and foreign
beds, desk, antique sha- coins also available along
dow box. Days, 753-7483 with silver dollars, proofs
or nighs 759-1825
sets, coin and stamp supplies If we don't have it,
Cen
ENTERTAINMENT
order it. We buy Cans
we'll
tel Louver for Camaro
and stamps and appraise
753-9400
estates Visit us at Book
KING-Size waterbed, pad- Rack (Dixieland Shopping
ded side rails, lighted book- Center, Murray), Treasure
case, headboard with mir- House (Southside Manor,
ror, 1yr old, Fluid 1000 Murray). Ox-Yoke Antiques
waveless matress, 6 (Hazel)and Mercantile(Audrawer pedestal, vibrator, rora) 753-4161.
accessories. $250 OBO
•SE753-2903 Leave Message FABRICS•JEWELS
QUINS*PAINTS For your
KONIE electric wench, holiday shirts, lots of new
12,000 lbs. Made in Hous- seasoned fabrics Country
ton, TX w/cable Contact Remnants, Hwy 68-641,
Johnny Garland, 753-4790 Draffenville, Marshall Cc,
or 753-4641.
Ky., Mon-Sat, lOarn-5pm
MINOLTA 350 copier. 5
years old. Excellent condition. 901-247-3205.

2BR Duplex. central H/A
appliances, quiet residen
tial area $300/mo
753-8096 or 753-2633

Beating
An4 Cooling

FENDER Bass 'A stock
amp Arbor Striped Explorer bass guitar, 6 mos
old Over 81000 new. Sell
ASHLEY fireplace insert or trade for drum set, ATV
with surround panel and
? John, 753-6613
firescreen. Thermostatituning and repair
cally controlled blower sys- PIANO
759-9661
tem. Fire-box 25" wide, 16"

Hoes
Fumishinge

BUILDING Dealership fo
Steelwood & all Steel Build
trog Systems High profi
potential Buy factory direct To qualify call (303
758-4135, Ext. 400_

AURORA Area Very nice
2br, central H/A water, ap
pliances $275/rroo Coleman RE, 753-9898

OLD ORIENTAL RUGS
Wanted any size or condition. cam 1-800-443-7740

10

ion

2BR with Central H/A in
Pirates Cove Recreational
Development near Aurora
KY Recreational facilities
available to renters and
owners For information
call 354-6927 after 6pm

BEAUTIFUL 14 wide 2br
furnished on private lot 1 5
miles from Murray
8250/mo , $250 deposit
753-7953

150

WILL do housecleaning
Experienced, have refer
ences 753 6782
WILL do housecleaning in
Murray only. 474-2131, ask
for Betty

LIVINGROOM couch and
chair Light gold, like new.
753-4849

Apsnmeris
For Rent

Mobile
Homes For Rent

How
Furnielinee

Help
Wanted

Nola

BMW

320

160

060

1320

010
Legit
Notka

'•;:r

PRIVATE Investigato
D B A Confidential Investigations, Soutiside Shop
ping Center, Suite 8102
Murray, 753-2641

Mabee
Noma For Sae
12x52, 2br, 1 bath Good
condition, underpinning
$4003 firm. 345-2484 or
247-7704.
1986 MAYS, 14x70, 3br, 2
bath, central air and all
appliances 1 year old
753-3266.
1991 CHAMPION, 16x80,
3br, 2 bath Very nice, all
the extras, 759 9220 after
6Prn
EXTRA clean 10x50 with
an extended living room
New carpeting, new paint.
gas heat,$4100. 753-2047
280
Mobile
Noses For'Rent
1BR water furnished Pa
norama Shores $175/mo
502 8852271

NURSING HOME COSTS:
WHO PAYS?
"YOU" pay for most nursing home cost.
• Medicare pays less than
• Medicare supplement policies pay even
less
• An estimated one in four Americans over
65 will spend time in a nursing home.
• In our area, costs
per year.

average over $18,000

• Medicaid, the government program for
the "poor" only provides help after you
literally impoverish yourself.
If you are concerned, give us a call for a
free copy of "The Consumer Guide To
Long Term Care Insurance."

McConnell
Insurance Agency
HopkInsvIlle Fed. Savings, Building

753-4199
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CLASSIFIEDS
&

Swiss

HAVE an obedient, sale
dog for show or home
Gasses or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
- 12yrs 436 2858
POODLE puppies AKC
$125 and up Paradise
Kennels, 753-4106
REGISTERED Chinese
Shar- Pei puppies Born
10/5/91, will be ready
753 6420
1 2/ 1/9 1
753-1265, 753-0716

PRIME lakefront lot CABIN ON KENTUCKY
Wooded and ready toe the LAKE. Lot adjoins TVA 375
period like hideaway Foe countour with a beautiful view
sale by owner, 753-3913 and access to the main lake
Quiet peaceful neighborhood
FALL Specsal All lots in iv/county maintained paved
Lynnwood Heights Sulxkvi- road. Private boat dock on
soon 3 3 miles west ol Mur- main lake. Also, dock and
ray Hard surfaced roads, concrete boat ramp in procAy water, natural gas, ca- tected cove w/deep water
blevision, reasonably re- Only 20 IllinUle3 from Murstricted Priced from $4500 ray. Hwy 94E to Hwy 732
to $6500 Nice wooded lots Some owner financing post
included 753-5841 or ble. 436-2907 or 753-7307
753-1566
HOUSE and 40 acres for
sale. 436-5366 after 5prn
Flat,
For Saki

RED Sweet potatoes
$10/bushel 753-3599 anytime or 753-8480 after 6pm
110
Pubic
Sae
:FARRIS Auction Company
W. Dan Ferns Aucboneer
:AO. Box 149 Hazel KY
(502) 492-8796/8795 We
appease and set it all

FARMERS DELIGHT 115
acres +-, four becyoom
home. 2 baths. (2) grain
bins, equipment sheds
$89.500 85 acres o mostly
open,equipment shed, 3br,
1 bath home $68.500.
Moody Realty Co. Tommy
Realtor
Moody.
1-800-642-5093, Pans. TN

4-WHEELERS for Kids'
No problem The new Yel
low Jacket Fun Karts we
now in stock with a Ifavo
introductory price at Town
& Country Yamaha Call
753-8078 for more details

Home
For Sale

BOB HALEY Real Estate
Sales and Appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651
or 489 2266
FOR Sale Commercial
Bldg 3780 fel ft ground
floor 1550 sq rt upstairs
storage 753 9400 after
7pm
KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
all prices
homes
753-1222 toll free
1-800 251 HOME Eat
71 1L
SMALL acreage mini-farms
arid lots for trailers
489-2161 after 6pm

BEAUTIFUL wooded lots
located approximately 2e
miles from city kmds reasonably pnoed mobee homes
BICOSPS10; owner financing
averlable lo quaiihed buy
IBM Call John Downs at
MTG. 753-4000

2BR, 1 bath Good condition 3 miles from Murray on
Coles Campground Rd
753-5484
2BR bock home Excellent
neighborhood large lot
paved driveway $42,500
502-527-3762
3BR, 1 bath, located on
5 02 acme approximately 7
miles Northeast of Murray
Low $30s 753-4026
3BR,2 bath 3 miles East of
town 1750 sq ft Uvingroom, cliningroom, oak cabinets, ceiling fans Beauty
fogy decorated 24x24 detached garage $53,000.
753-0954

ROO R 1%1 1

HONDA Spree motor scoo
ter 753-8642
LAY-AWAY a red black,
green or pink scooter at
Town & Country Yamaha
Call 753-8078 for lay away
details today

MY with twirSwidY
cloth, air bag. automauc,
5,000 miles.
1991 Chevrolet
Cavalier RS - White
vrith blue cloth,
automatic, four door,
8,000 miles.

SEASON Clearance Bush
Hog 10 gal spot sprayers
with tree mounting kit Save
$100 Reserve yours today
at Town & Country
Yamaha Call 753-8078
USA Made Swisher tow
behind 40 inch mowers with
Shp Briggs Engine Now at
$795 season ending price
Reserve yours at Town &
Country Yamaha in Murray
or call 753-8078

I •I

709 GOODMAN 3br 2
bath attached garage
fenced backyard large
wood deck. central KA
$65.900 753-2601 before
8pm
GATESBORO. beautiful
new home 3E3r, 2 bath.
custom quality throughout
Many extras 753-9463 at
ter 5m

Auto
Unless
NEW and used am Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121$
753-5500
TOP dear for punk can and
trucks Free pick-up
759-4805 or 436-5322
1+1

Used
Caw
1953 OLDS 88, 2dr rice
Ford Ranchero GT, one of
the last built real nice
753-0790

at 7:00
Every Tuesday Night
001
rDew. oven as 6

Knights of Columbus Hall

KY 94 west to Johnny Robortaof, Road
mutt" to Set Hata Aoad n011 on So HON Road

,
ma

ALL PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY
15/ 0466 PO Box 1033

ALPINE AM/FM Compact Disc in-daub $39999.
Sumet Boulevard Musk.
15yr. Anniversary Special. Sunset Boulevard
Music. Dixieland Shopping Center, Chestnut St.
753-0113.

1990 Cadillac Sedan
DeVille - Burgarety with
burgandy leather, 18.000
miles. Clean local car.
1969 Buick Regal Gran
Sport Coupe - With all
the buuons, digital dash.
power seat. Stop in
and we it.
1969('.MC C150 - Full
aze luxury blue and
lver. 55,000 miles. 350
engine, sharp truck.
1969 Oldsmobile 98
Brougham - Dart blue
metalic. full vinyl roof,
30,000 miles. Every
option on this one.
1989 Mazda 626 LX Four door sedan. 5
speed, sunroof, cassette.
41.000 miles. Local
trade in.
1969 Mercury Sable
GS 6 cyl., autornanc.
alloy wheels, 40,00i
miles Sharp car
1989 Cadillac Seville Li_ rosewood with
rosewood kather, 41,000
miles. Nice.
1989 Buick LeSabre •
Ciarcoal grey with grey
cloth, full power, 1 owner
31,000 miles. Sharp car

1982 DATSUN. 5-speed.
$600 7153-5377
1984 CHEVROLET Caonce 2nd owner. $2800
7534545 or 753-6763.

tp LEAF CLEAN-UP
SERVICE
7534726
Forget Those Rakes & Bags!
Our power blowers & vacuums do
the job right and get it done fast.

k:,

Attention
Mobile Home Owners!
Now Is the rinse to winterize your home before cold
weather sets in Among the many parts that need robe
checked before winter are
Sloan Wviztows

Rex Ducung
Ileaung Thermostats
Furnace Filters

Anufreeze
Housetype Doors
Vinyl Skirting
Roof Coating

Starts Mobile Home Pans and Supphes carne, a full
line of furnace parts for Coleman, lnterthenn, Miller
and Duotherm furnaces
For pricing or any other information that we can help
you with call 527-3108 or 753-2922

Starks Bros. Mobile Home
Parts and Supplies
Two Miles Norte of Beaton On Hwy. 641
Hours: 8-4:30 M-F; 5-12:00 Sat.

BUY AND SELL AT THE

Obion Co. Fairgrounds

MARKET
FLEA
Union City, TN
2nd Weekend of Each Month
Sunday
Saturday
Friday
7 a.m.-7p.m. 6a.m.-7p.m. Sa.m.-5p.m.

November 8, 9 & 10
Register to win a FREE MAR-TENN
country ham. Sellers not eligible to win
Drawing Sunday at 4 p m
•
28 acres - Plenty of parking!!
13,008 Sq. Ft. Air Conditioned
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CALL
DAY& (901)11864838
NIGHTS: (901)489-15663
RAY ALFORD, Promoter & Operator
•
COME TO SEE US!!
•
•

yr

I ale.%

1991 Dodge D350 - I
Ion, dual rear wheels,
Cummings Turbo
Diesel, automatic,
LeDelor padage. Sharp
1991 Chevrolet
Camaro Z-28 - 5.7 liter
time port injection,lima
with grey leather. Adult
owned and operated.

WARNING, Don't buy any
4-weeeler until you check
the amazing good buys on
new Yamaha overstocks
4f3R, 2 bath house in town, just in at Town and Country
Yamaha Call 753-8078 for
good neighborhood
lay away information
$45,900 753-2967

1984 OLDS Guises Cara
Brougham, 4-door Excellent condition 753-2446
1985 NISSAN 300ZX Red.
grey loather 'Manor. t-tops,
fully loaded, high rmiespe
Excellent condition $4900
080 49843528 after 6pm
1985 PLYMOUTH Reliant,
good condition $2750
759-1602
1986 MAZDA 626 GT
2-door. 5-apeed, arc cruise,
tilt power windows, power
door locks, power sunroof.
cassette, equalizer, 44xxx
actual mime 492-8186
1986 OLDS Cutlass Cara
4-door, burgandy 65xxx
miles AM/FM stereo ceases), as 753-6985
1987 CAMARO LT V-8,
new Was, chrome whoa',
pa*, cruise, Hops. at
sell Like new $6000
759-9728
1987 MERCURY Topaz
2-door. excelert condition
OM. new tires, 5-speed
$3300 435-4314 after
6P(11
• 1988 CHEVY Beretta. Excellent condition Local,
one-owner $5600 090.
Must sell 753-6967 Aar
WTI
CAR Sterm !escalades
753-0113. Supset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Center, I block from M.SU
dorms.
1988 FORD Thunderbird
Turbo, coupe, great shape,
$ 7250
loaded
502-527-3762
1999 GRAND Am. 4-door.
vitae, navy interior, air, WV
fir amens, pry/ excellent
service record. 49xxx
miles $7500 080
7534225 ask for ./sa
1991 CEUCA GT Local
owner. excellent condition
20xxx miles $12,500
492-8129 daytim•,
750-4717 evening

TOYOTAS COST LESS
'N VJRRAY

Its

1991 Cadillac Sedan
Cannine red
Derek
with red leather, 10,0130
miks Fully loaded.
1991 Oldsmobile
Cutlass Supreme.'
12,000 miles, charcoal
grey with grey cloth.
four door
1991 Chevrolet
Lamina Farosport Garnet red metalbc with
grey cloth l' COO miles.
alloy wheels.
1991 Chevrolet Corsica
LT Four door,charcoal

GERALD WALTERS
Roofing. vinyl siding, painting. Free estimates. 18
years experience. Local referances 4892267
GUTTER clewing and leaf
raking 527-7883
ING By Sears

Oared

Mike Orten
Portable Welding
& Gas Appliance
Service
specializing in

SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings Larry
Chrisrnan 492-8742
WE do walipepering, panting, damning, etc. Experienced and relarences Ask
lot Mary 502-753-7941
WILL do plumbing, installs

KING Fisher Bass GUTTER
Tara Cari Of 4$14,917 1989
lion and repairs All guaran Space Heaters
boat 19** wi20014P Mer- Sears residentsi arid comteed 753-4366
Boat mercial continuous gutters
.
equipped
Fully
es
cury
Furnac
Flour
if Toro Cam--specifica
your
for
warranty
installed
in
sell
motor
and
WILL do yard work, pick-up
Crillf 01______ SNIT Listed new $22,000, will7 tions Call Seers .753-2310 Cook Stoves
leaves, tree removal and
Home
Mobile
estimate
753-730
free
for
saaahce $9900
yard mowing Free est
19 Toy* Cat__ $11,417 or 436 2907
Systems
mates 436-2528
HADAWAY Construction
11 Ffd Prcte LL__SI,417 75HP EVINRUDE out- Home remodeling, paint-y, LP Gas Systems
WILL do yard work of any
16 Yrs. Gas Experi
motor. Excellent ing, wallpaper, carpentr
kind Also, wood for sale
llicrict Cala Cal __.$741 board
too
job
No
.
Local
Call
covering
With
floor
$700.
Erica:
Condition.
759-4401 Ask for John
2
ies
5.
436-205
small
Gas Compan
$11,467 -lames at 435-442
19 Topt Czriry
HANDYMAN wil do plumb560
7161e
753-Messag
Torin Cs* FI__S5,417
ing, electric and carpentry
Free
Leave
Services
R•ason•ble rates
Comma
11 Doip //is V.--$4.111
Offered
753-9638
FREE to good home, 1
1oyo1 Coral F1_35,417 DAVIDSON Roofing New HAULING, yard work, tree SEWINGthmachine repair
Bassett
e
femal
Barnhill
Kenne
roofs arid repairs Tear offs removal mowing Free es
502-236-9345 daytime
4
17 Mt 626---guar753-267
Written
ofs
and re-ro
timates 759-1683
Local references
17 Hat Cilic_----2,911 antee
INSULATION Blown In By
753-5812
Sears TVA approved
_31317
FX
Carob
Tafoli
Al TREE Service, Stump Save on those high heating
removal and spraying. Free and cooling bills Call Sears
17 Pco. Gr. la
estimates 753-0906 after 753-2310 for free estimate
W81 5prn , 759-9816, 753-0495
17 kart
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
KITCHEN CABINET REC UST ON WOOOWOAKING
Decks,
s.
Addition
AAA
17 Olds Ulass 4_3547 vinyl siding, carpentry COVERY existing doors &
All Types Of:
frames with woodgram for
m Woodworking
Custo
levelfloor
and
15 Ctrisie LaTon.-- $1,987 work, house ys. 40+ years mica, all colors Free esu
ing drrve-wa
Wulff's Recovery
15 Toyota Cassida__.$487 experience. Free esti- mates.
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Murray. 436-5560
Call collect
mates
'Drop by & see our showroom
15 To Carr LE._.2417 901-247
-5173.
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
aou soNsuriv
For all your carpet and up14 Chevrolet Caprice
ABLE Services. Carpentry- holstery cleaning For a
ellf""w•---armlem"w---4160attics
ts,
firoset basemen
free estimate cal;
$4,917 **
14 Toyota
Do electrical, plumbing, 75 3 - 582 7 Satisfied
proofing, under12 Nissan Sentra._ $2,987 weather
references
pinning chimney sweepetc
work,
tree
hauling,
ing.
12 T.Utah ___--$2,287
(Odd Job Specialist.) GALLIUbRE Electrid.
11 limot To Cx _43,487 436-2868
Licenced for commercial
al Free estiand
11 Pont Phoenil U.52,917 ALPHA Builders - Carpen- matesresidenti
No jobs too big or
try, remodeling, porches, too small 759-1835.
Nceit Preludt___. 1167 roofing,
concrete, driveways, painting. mainte- LITWILLER Building. Farm
S34,000 will place you in this three bedroom,two
75 ilercedes 230
and residential set-up for
nance, etc Free estimates
modular home on nice lot. Fireplace, built-

1963 Chevrolet
Caprice - V-8,
mornatic, 1 owner, solid
car with brand new tires
Stop en and see it.
-=obik Delta
1963 Oldsa
SS Royale - V-8. rear
wheel dnve. 88,000
miles. Local new car
trade. Sharp.

Pepper
.1r1C„ti -toil. Int

errVirMr

1966 RUNABOUT in good
condison with 75hp Evictrude OB in excellent conde
eon $1000 Call James at
435-44125

CARS

1988 Oldsmobile
Cutlass Supreme
Come - 55,000 miles. 1
owner, SIMOrtISLIC. Good
car for a good price.
1986 Dodge Aries 34,000 miles, automatic,
air conditioning, charcoal
metallic with grey cloth
Local 1 owner trade in.
198S Ford Acre Star
XL - 7 passenger, 6 cyl
automauc, 1 owner
Sharp van with the
right price
1987 Oldsmobile Delta
Mt Royale - Burgandy
with burgandy cloth,
75,000 miles Good
solid car
1966 Oldsanobile 98
Beige with
Regency
red cloth, full power.
Nice car.
1966 Okle Cutlass
Gera - Four door, light
blue metallic with blue,
65,003 miles
1984 Ford Bronco 4x4V -8 automatic, air
conditioning and
everything worts.
1964 Oldsmobile
Cetlass Cites Wagon! local owner, V-6,
power complete.

gCt•
Oirtariev

Sonless
CIllored

tamil
Cws

USED
CAR
LISTING

Hasse
For Sale

Lots
For Sale

Pets-

(6)

MURRAY (Bernd Bunny Breach
753 5940

TRUCKS

10 Nissan ft/ AV _3717
Pad Bronco8 1LT..19,987
Id %Iota til.____.$11,487
Fad Ranger Xl1._35,911
11 Tqcla 47.2.__$5,487
$3,917
17 Cheri S10
16 %lion Eltab_-- $5)11
16 Fri 4x4,917
16 Tcriota
16 Ford Bronco LT 414.57,907
15 Clod; P1J ___.$3,487
15 GC Ca Van .___S7,417
14 Toyota 61_4487
14 Dodo Ral ____,2)87
Ciceip 1:662
Aubrey Kircher
0,11 Calvert Greg BledShOIN
TOITI ThuIro•TI
ChII5 Bearckn. Bus Mgr
Chad Cochran, Gen Mr

TOYOTA
4:11:=D•
AUTO LOANS No credit
checks, no down payment,
17-91 models Simple and
easy 1-800833-5389, 24
HRS
195

489-2303

ANY remodeling, painting
& roofing References
759 1110

large projects Our business is built on quality
382, 2214

bath
ins, ceiling fan, patio, storage building. Lots of
extras! MLS 3508

MURRAY Fence Co Chain
Ink fence dog kennels, residential, commercial Free
estimates 753-9785 or ,
753-3254

414 So. 12th

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2456
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30+ years experience Bobby Hopper.
436-5848
BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc 759-4664
BACKHOE service David
Burkeen Septic systems,
basements, foundations,
driveways, gravel, dirt,
sand, mulch, rip rap placing. 474-2103 •
BLOCK, brick, concrete finishing. Basements footings, garages, drives,
walks 30yrs experience.
13yrs in Murray area.
753-5476 Charles Barnett.

ODD Jobs Rake leaves,
yard work, hauling, city or
county 437-4703
PAINTING or Window
Cleaning Experienced
Good references Reasonable Rates 759-9708
PAINTING interior arid exterior Quality \VOA °Yet
20 years experience Ralph
Worley. 759-4555
PAINTING-Interior and Ex
tenor Free estimates
Small repairs Reasonable
rates 753-6844
PAINTING and home repair. free estimates Cat
753-7907
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
PLUMBING - Free esti
mates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 492-8816

BUILDER, new homes, additions, framing, remodeling. roofs, speciality solar ROCKY COLSON Home
green houses and homes Repair Roofing, siding.
Fall special 24x24 garage, painting, plumbing. con$5555 Tripp Williams, crete Free estimates Call
474-2307
753-0563
BULLDOZING and backhoe 354-8161 after 5prn
Financing available
CHIM Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% sensor citizen discounts. We sell chimney caps and screens.
435-4191.

ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel, sand, dirt, driveway rock 753-4545.
753-6763

Roberts Realty
753-1651

I Smith
Masonry
Block, brick, stone, complete foundation,
condrete work, sidewalks & patios coveeed
with brick. Fireplaces a specialty.

15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.
Call 527-8275 or 489-2149
For A Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work.

R
APPLIANCE REPA ners

Service on all brands: window air conditio
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves - dishwashers - as 8c electric ranges

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steele•Allbritten, Inc.
Mathis Transmission
Service
624 N. 4th St.. Murray

753-6374

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Specializing in front wheel drive.
Removal Insured with full
Vans
overdrive, automatic & standard
line of equipment including,
brush
and
trucks
aerial
6011.
transmissions.
1986 FORD 9 passenger
chipper. To assure a safer
van, good condition low CHIMNEYS 'R Us ChimWe Service What We Sell
a lower comney Sweeps Specializing operation at
price, $2950 759-1602
esticost. Free
* FREE ESTIMATES *
in fireboxes, chimneys, petitive
n.
darnpers, general home im- mates without obligatio
4
12 Month 12,000 Mile Warranty
provements and repairs. All Day or rule, 753-548
Used
work guaranteed Gal Tim
Tanks
T.C. Dinh Repair and Mainat 753-7350
tenance Electrical - Clean1984 CHEVROLET Silver
ado pick-up, 4x4, swb, CLEANING in and wound ing Sewer. 1210/1212 Main
Murray Years of experi- Street 753-6111 office,
extra-sharp $4800 Day
753-0606 after 5prn.
ence, references supplied
time, 753-6622 Nights
753-2469 or 623-8955
437-4920
THE Gutter Co Seamless
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating aiummum gutters, variety
1986 FORD F 250 flat bed
New Homes
and Cooling Service. Com- of colors Licenoed, in
steering, brakes and air
plete installation and ser- sured Estimate available
New set of radial tires
Residential - Commercial
Call Gary at 759-4690
vice
753-9400 after 7pm
Additions - Metal Pole Barns
759-4754
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
an
1986 GMC Suburb
15 Yrs. Experience • Free Estimates
Loaded, towing package, in DRYWALL, finishing, re- Service Center, cleaningexcellent condition 1666 pairs. additions and blow- servicing $15; most repairs
PHONE:
Route 1, Box 139D
$35; all brands. 3rd Street,
ing ceilings 753-4761
Ryan Ave
7-3026
502-43
42025
Ky.
,
Benton
Alm, Open 9-12, 1-5,
1988 CHEVY step-side, all LICENSED for electric, Mon -Fri.; 753-0530.
gas, refrigeration Installaopbore 753-6546
tion and repair Free eat
1988 TOYOTA pick-up
mates 753-7203
$5030 firm 753-0789
sales at Sears
FENCE
1990 FORD F150 4x4, now Call Sears 753-2310
super cab, swb, pickup
for tree estimate for your
I
Black, fiberglass topper
needs
s
or
7
Os
lil/411.K.SV
753-730
miles
34,000
GALLOWAY Roofing Spe436-2907
IS NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR TRUCK DRIVERS
cializing in new roots, re
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free
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Tea years ago
M. Ronald Christopher of Murray, Dr. William G. Hoover of Paris, Tenn., John A. Williams of
Paducah and Harry M. Snyder of
Lexington have been appointed for
three-year terms on Board of
Directors of National Museum of
Boy Scouts of America at Murray
State University.
Bennie Purcell, tennis coach at
Murray State University, spoke
about "Special Olympics" at a
meeting of Delta Department of
Murray Woman's Club held at the
club house. He was introduced by
Lochie Hart.
Births reported include a girl to
Danny and Charolette Burkeen,
Oct. 14; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. William A. Nance, Oct. 18; a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Carlisle, Oct. 22.
James Tollerson of Flint, Mich.,
will speak at a gospel meeting at
Coldwater Church of Christ, Nov.
6-8.

Twenty years ago

penter, Oct. 29.
Thirty years ago
Jenny Lynn Johnson, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse L. Johnson, and
Mary Beth Robertson, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Robertson,
members of Mixed Chorus of Murray College High School, have
been selected for membership in
1961 Kentucky All-State Chorus at
Western Kentucky University,
Bowling Green, Nov. 16-18.
Mrs. Charles Mason Baker and
Mrs. Walter E. Mischke directed
the program of Week of Prayer and
Self Denial held at First Methodist
Church.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mts. Earl Hudspeth, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. James Harris, a boy to
Nolan and Judy Adams, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Butler, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Dwain Ross, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Burkeen,
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. William
L. Wood.

J.H. Nix was named as "Civitan
of the Year" at the annual charter
night meeting of Murray Civitan
Club.
Army Pfc. Larry Joe Oliver is
serving at United States Army Hospital, Fort Polk, La.
Army Pvt. Eugene Banks, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Banks, is
serving at Fort Knox.
Kim E. Pennington, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Clinton Pennington, was
guest artist at a piano recital on
Nov. 4 at Murray State University.
He is an associate instructor in the
field of music theory at Indiana
University.
Erma Kendall, Melanie Lassiter,
Nancy Myers, Marsha Medd and
Jay Richey, all from Murray, are
new members of Phi Beta Lambda
business fraternity at Murray State
University.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Hobbs and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Car-

DEAR ABBY: I read a letter in
your column in the Oregonian that
shook me up. It was from a woman
who said that her husband had had
a physical every year since 1971,
checked out 100 percent — then out
of the blue he was diagnosed as
having inoperable prostate cancer!
No one had told him that ifhis father
or a brother had had prostate cancer,
he should take a P.S.A. blood test.
After I read this in your column, I
wrote"GET THIS"on the column and
handed it to my husband, because

BLON DIE
AND THEN MOVE
INTO A CONDO

permitting me to use your name. pected, it was found he had two
For those readers out there who cancerous polyps on his prostate.
want to know — the name of the They were removed by a simple
blood test is "Prostatic-Specific surgical procedure. Prognosis: He
An tigen."And for those who need
will probably live a normal life.
a nudge in the right direction —
The other one is my brother, who
read on:
had ample warning of the same
problem for a year, but who kept
DEAR ABBY:This is a story about putting off a visit to the doctor until
two men. One of them is my friend it became absolutely necessary. By
who went to his doctor for his regu- then,the cancer had spread through
lar physical examination. An el- his system and he required radical
evated blood count indicated that he and painful surgery. Prognosis: We
needed further testing and, as sus- buried him last week, and it was so
unnecessary! Please excuse the tear
stains. I miss my brother.
GRIEVING IN THE OZARKS
DEAR ABBY: Last weekend I
went camping with my family and a
By GARY LARSON friend. I met a really special guy who
I fell for right away. The problem is,
I told him I was 17(1 am 15).
He is 17. Now I am worried that
he will be mad at me for lying and
think I am too young. The reason I
told him I was older is because a lot
of guys think I'm too young even
before they get to know me. I look 17
and am very mature.
I don't think age should matter if
two people really like each other.
How do I convince him that I like
him so much, and that I'm sorry for
lying?
SORRY I LIED
IN YUBA CITY, CALIF.

his brother has had prostate cancer.
So with no symptoms, my husband
took the P.S.A. test and was found to
have early prostate cancer!
Thank God for that letter — and
thank you, Abby,for publishing it. I
had copies Made and sent them to all
my male relativs. I even posted one
on the bulletin board at our club.
You may use my name.
BOBBI(MRS. FRED)JACKSON,
SOUTH BEACH,ORE.
DEAR BOBBI:Thank you for

AND I DON'T WANT
To GET MARRIED

THE FAR SIDE

3-1651

CALVIN and HOBBES
dation,
oveeed

IF "NAT BOLO IS EXTORT1%
MONE.1.
CAL 1)4E
SCAM_ RND
FUT El•ID
To it

DON'T Do TNT! IF MOE.
FINDS 00. I 94kikl.i..D,
I'M A GONER'

DEAR SORRY: Age does matter during the teen years,and so
does the degree of maturity.
Some 17-year-old"boys"are men
— and much depends upon his
degree of maturity at age 17.
Liking him so much that you lied
about your age is not much of a
defense, but my advice is just to
be straightforward and tell him
what you've told me.Lying about
one's age is, in itself, immature.
But if he likes you enough, perhaps he'll be forgiving.
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ranges
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CATHY

Dr. Gott

If I HAVE TO TAKE DOWN *I HAH! Tal NOT
CINCH CRAWFORD POSTER, YOU TAKING DOWN
HAVE TO TAKE DOWN yorilk
MY "MUNK-A "HUNK-A-DPI' CALENDAR!
DiN° UNTIL
SOU FORK CHER
VICTDRIA's
SECRET
CATI1120b !!

THE SWIMSUIT
YOU CAN
HAVE YOUR ISSUE 60E5
VICTORIA'S 8ACK WHEN I
SECRET
GET MI ROB
CATALOG
LOWE VIDEO
WHEN I 6E1 BACK!
SACK Ari
SWIMSUIT
ISSUE!

( ND ONE GETS THE -\
ROB LOWE WOW MCA
UNTIL /HV X-RATED FAX
FILE 15 RETURNED
"Hey! I got news for you, sweetheart!...
I am the lowest form of life on earth!"
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1 Broadcasts
5 Competent
9 Crow cry
12 Wander
13 Peruse
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15 Betroth
17 "— the
People"
18 Golfer's need
19 Surfeit
21 Famed
23 Restaurant
workers
27 Negative
28 "— Nation"
29 Filmdom's
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35 Ocean
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Forty years ago
A meeting to discuss the health
conditions in schools in Calloway
County was held Nov. 1 in the
office of Judge Hall Hood at Calloway County Court House.
Billie G. Williams and Warren F.
Williams, Rt. 2, Hazel, George W.
Long, Dexter, Jack P. Richard,
Hardin, Roy L Locke, Rt. 1, Benton, Robert Cork and Ewell Pat
Jones, Hazel, and Ira R. Tripp, Rt.
6, Murray, have enlisted in the Air
Force during October.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Cullivan, Oct.
25.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norsworthy
have returned from a visit with
relatives and friends in Detroit,'
Mich.
Mrs. Stark Erwin directed a
program for Week of Prayer and
Self Denial for Women's Society
of Christian Service at South Pleasant Grove Methodist Church.

Dear Abby

Daily Comics

M,two
builtis of

PAGE 1111

Looking Back

Today is Wednesday, Nov. 6, the 310th day of 1991. There are 55 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 6, 1888, Republican Sen. Benjamin Harrison of Indiana won
the presidential election, defeating incumbent Democrat Grover Cleveland, 233 electoral votes to 168, even though Cleveland received a slightly higher percentage of the popular vote.
On this date:
In 1854, the king of American march music, John Philip Sousa, was
born in Washington.
In 1906, Republican Charles Evans Hughes was elected governor of
New York, defeating newspaper publisher William Randolph Hearst.
In 1913, Mohandas K. Gandhi was arrested as he led a march of Indian
miners in South Africa.
In 1928, in a first, the results of Herbert Hoover's election victory over
Alfred E. Smith were flashed onto an electric sign outside the New York
Times building.
In 1956, President Eisenhower and Vice President Nixon won reelection, defeating Democrats Adlai E. Stevenson and Estes Kefauver.
In 1962, Democrat Edward M. Kennedy was elected Senator from
Massachusetts.
In 1976, Benjamin L. Hooks was chosen to be the new executive director of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People,
succeeding Roy Wilkins.
In 1977, 39 people were killed when an earthen dam burst, sending a
30-foot wall of water through the campus of Toccoa Falls Bible College
in Georgia.
In 1984, President Reagan overwhelmed his Democratic challenger,
Walter F. Mondale, winning re-election by a landslide.
Ten years ago: Sweden released a Soviet submarine that had run
aground in a secret military zone 11 days earlier.
Five years ago: Former Navy radioman John A. Walker Jr., the admitted head of a family spy ring, was sentenced in Baltimore to life
imprisonment.
One year ago: Democrats increased their congressional voting strength
in midterm elections. About one-fifth of the Universal Studios backlot in
southern California was destroyed in an arson fire.
Today's Birthdays: Movie and stage director Mike Nichols is 60.
Actress Sally Field is 45. Rock singer Glenn Frey is 43. NBC TV newscaster Maria Shriver is 36. Actor Lance Kerwin is 31.
Thought for Today: "The most exhausting thing in life ... is being
insincere." — Anne Morrow Lindbergh, American writer (19064

HOw ARE YOU WERE •
AND CINDY
PAVING A
DOING
LiTTLE
DROSLEm
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67
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36 Be ill
38 Foretell,
predict
41 Foreign -43 Stroke
45 Negative
prefix
47 Myself
49 River in
Africa
50 Mountains of
Europe
51 Roman tyrant
52 Decays
56 Suitable
58 "Maior —••
59 Guido's high
note
60 Hoover —
63 Mother

By Peter IL G•tt, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Can you provide
information on attention deficit disorder?
DEAR READER: Attention deficit
disorder occurs in childhood and is
marked by impulsivity and poor attention span. ADD is believed to affect up to 10 percent of school-aged
children; the cause is unknown. ADD
children are poor learners and are often overactive. They cannot concentrate. They usually are disruptive because they cannot sit still and focus on
the job at hand; they constantly shift
activities, have difficulty taking turns
and fail to organize their work. Anxiety, anger, poor coordination, oppositional behavior and low frustration
tolerance are common secondary
signs.
The diagnosis is difficult and rests
on observed behavior and attitudes.
There are no tests to confirm ADD.
Treatment consists of Ritalin, a
prescription stimulant that seems to
interrupt the cycle of inappropriate
behavior that characterizes ADD. In
addition, cognitive-behavior modification is useful: special training in
role-playing, self-monitoring and control of environmental noise and light.
In short, ADD children and their parents need professional assistance.
DEAR DR. GOTT. What danger
does moldy bread cause for a person
who eats it? I live alone and sometimes have food that spoils. Will cutting off the mold and eating the rest
cause problems?
DEAR READER: The mold on
bread is usually a penicillin mold, the
same material that forms the basis
for the antibiotic. Therefore, the only
health hazard of eating moldy bread
would be an allergic reaction to
penicillin.
Nonetheless, most people choose to
discard old bread that has become
moldy because it is usually stale and
less flavorful. Cutting off the moldy
portions simply gets rid of the most
obvious source; significant numbers
of mold spores may remain, unseen,
in the bread.
As a general principle, it's unwise
to eat spoiled food, which is often rich
in other contaminants, such as bacteria, that can cause disease. I advise
you to be more frugal in your purchases, plan your meals more efficiently and improve your storage
techniques. For example, freeze your
unopened bread, thaw it when needed
and refrigerate the unused portion;
this will virtually eliminate your
mold problem.
co am NERWit.Pal orrearRnicAam
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Fred MacMurray of'My
Three Sons' dies at 83
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Retis Gregory, 87, Rt I. Benton, David Gregory and Mark Gregory,
died Tuesday at 12:35 p.m. At Mar- Spokane, Wash.; three greatgrandchildren.
shall County Hospital, Benton.
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1
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or Center
Keith's Lawn & Tract
80 E. Main (Hwy. 94E)

759-9831

best possible price
The
for the best possible
hearing aid
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Licensed Audiologist
or, Nose & Throat Physician
on premises
502-759-4815
300 South 8th Street • Suite 304
M•clical Arts Building • Murray, Ky.

!
S 'TA STOPSionsHERE
Arriving.

New Christmas Decorat
Check your list for all your Christmas needs.
15% Cash Discounts on Prescriptions
Computerized Records • Much More
'See For Yourself'

HOLLAND DRUGS

109 S. 4th Downtown 753-1462

Read the
want ads daily

SMART SHOPPERS ARE GOING
TO THE BEIrAIR DECOR

CARPET
SALE!
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To The First
250 Pick-Up Truck
Owners That Stop By
And Test Drive The

NEW 1992 CHEVROLET TRUCKS

liveroseoe
oestel
.11

Keep your kerosene heater
working

1. New Wick
2. New Batteries
3. New Igniter
4. Clean tank
All For Only $19.95

to $24.95
For Most Heaters

A $19.95 Value

Stainless Steel Lock
Back Knife
Only At

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
Geo Inc. 753-2617
HwY 641 Scluth

Murray Home & Auto
Through Nov. 15
"Your Kerosene Heater Headquarters"
Chestnut St. Murray

753-2571 or 753-4 1 10

UEEN
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-

Trackless, 100% Nylon
Carpet, Dense, Bright
Colors with Monsanto
Stain Blocker & with
Factory Approved Pad
From $13099 sq yd
In stock Of on orders of
70 yds Or more

QUEEN CARPET
What makes a great carpet deal? r
Beauty. Durability. Price.Precisely
what you'll find right now at Carpet
World,yource nifled Wear-Dated®
Carpet Dealer.
Wear-Dated Carpet keeps its
beauty longer. It's the one with
locked-in protection, performance
tested in real homes across the
country. Just ask us. We're the pros
with all the answers. The right sc
VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED
lection. And the right price.
IAON-SAT. TILL 5t0
After all, it takes a great dealer to
make a great deal.

WEAR DATET
CARPET

"LARGEST STOCK IN
THE SOUTH"
"A PRICE TO FIT ANY
BUDGET"

8 ml. S. of-Murray, Ky or 14 ml. N. of
Paris, TN

Puryear, TN..1-800-264-4941

IOLOGY'

nay, Ky or 14 ml. N. of
Paris, TN

TNA-800-264-4941

